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FOREWORD

A major World Weather Watch activity during the period 1984-1987 will
be the preparation of a plan for an improved WWW for the year 2000 together
with an implementation programme for 1986-1991.
This planning process is
carried out through the Integrated WWW System Study ( ISS) and is focused on
the further system development towards an effective and improved www,
incorporating advances of atmospheric sciences-, proven methodology and new
suitable techniques.
One of the individual studies within the ISS is concerned with the
very-short-range forecasting and with warnings of severe weather. The concept
of very-short-range forecasting as such is not new.
Most Meteorological
Services have for many years been issuing weather forecasts for 0 to 12 hours
ahead, mainly for civil aviation operations, marine activities, agriculture,
general public and others. However, recent technological developments, mainly
in remote sensing techniques for obtaining very high resolution quantitative
information of the atmosphere and especially of its mesa-scale phenomena,
together with scientific achievements concerning the physical modelling of the
atmospheric boundary layer, have given this field of forecasting new
approaches and promising opportunities.
j,'allowing also the increased user
demands for more detailed and local weather forecasts, several Members are
experimenting with special projects for very-short-range weather forecasting
where data from different source sensors, different forecast techniques
together with

special

dissemination and presentation methods

are

integrated

into one composite system. The results achieved so far point towards the introduction of such systems as fully operational features in a not-too-distant
future.
This planning report on very complex systems with particular emphasis
on development trends has been prepared by Dr. Svante Bodin, Chief of the
Meteorological Research Section at the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute.
I am taking the opportunity to thank Dr. Bodin for the time,
effort and expertise which he has devoted to the preparation of this report.

A.C. Wiin-Nielsen
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

This report examines various
defined as local, detailed forecasts
both lives and property values can
reaped by the use of very-short-range

aspects of very-short-range forecasting,
0-12 h ahead.
It is pointed out that
be saved and economic benefits can be
forecasts (VSRFs).

The forecast problem is basically related to the analysis and prediction of mesa-scale motion systems, with scales ranging from 2 to 5000 km.
In
order to cope with these short-lived, small-scale weather systems and supply
users with timely weather information a very-short-range forecast system must
be able to quickly collect observational data, process data, prepare a forecast and disseminate it to the appropriate user.
As pointed out by Beran and
MacDonald ( 1982) this calls for the exchange of large volumes of data to prepare detailed site-specific forecasts.
Very-short-range forecasting and the nowcasting sub-class (0-2 h
ahead) require areal covering observations such as high-resolution radar and
satellite image data.
Important progress in the field of advanced computer
processing of radar and satellite data giving colour~enhanced images on graphic display, data-overlay techniques and compositing of pictures from several
radars will lead to a more rapid build-up of VSRF systems in many countries.
Automatic weather stations are ready for use, as demonstrated by the Japanese
AMeDAS network and the Swiss ANETZ.
Ground-based micro-wave remote-sensing techniques are presently being
developed with RMSE less than 1° in the troposphere.
In combination with VHF
wind-finding radars and VAS or TOVS-data they can provide practically continuous vertical profiles of wind, temperature and water vapour similar to radiosondes.
rn- particular, the enhanced performance of an integrated observational system is emphasized in VSRF.

The utility of observational data depends on the communication of data
in real time and the immediate subsequent processing and display. A COST-72
pilot project on radar data exchange might provide a basis for future exchange
of broad-band data over, for example, the GTS on a regional basis.
The human forecaster plays an important role in a VSRF system. Objective methods will be used. for guidance.
Simple extrapolation methods will
form the basis for the 0-3 h forecasts, e.g. for precipitation and severe
storms.
It is likely that statistical methods will be revived again together
with the use of "event" specific physical/dynamical models.
General mesascale models are not ready for operational use presently.
Different
specialized models will, however, be used operationally within the next five
years.
Such models do not need mesa-scale observations but can be seen as
adjustment models to terrain and/or synoptic forcing.
The future use of
mesa-scale models will depend on the availability of observational data,
development of initialization schemes and parameterization of convection, in
particular.

X

Some experimental facilities for VSRF, such as the FRONTIERS system in
the U.K. and PROFS in the U.S.A., will be of particular use. At these facilities both observational data mixes as well as different forecast methods will
be tested.
Some countries have already advanced along the road leading to systems
for Very-Short-range Forecasting (VSRF). Of special interest are the attempts
to take a system approach to the forecast problem.
This also includes the
dissemination of weather information, which is of special importance to VSRF
with its stringent demands for selective and rapid dissemination of warnings.
VSRF systems will very likely use colour video pictures for dissemination as
well as recently developed Text T.V. and videotext systems.
such facilities
have also been considered in PRm'S - Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Service in the U.S.A. PROFS, which has as its goal to create a prototype system design of a local VSRF service, has established a mesa-scale observation network - including radars and satellite data.
The work station
uses advanced graphical display hardware and software and has clearly demonstrated the usefulness of colour enhancement of imagery as well as data-overlay
facilities in control forecast experiments.
The British FRONTIERS system ·to predict rainfall is near completion.
The system uses four weather radars, the images of which are composited every
15 minutes and used interactively to produce up to + 6 h precipitation forecasts. METEOSAT data have been included to extend the region of applicability
of the extrapolation forecast methods.
PROMIS-90 is the Swedish design for the total weather service sys·tem
of the 1990s. It stresses strongly the VSRF part. PROMIS-90 will be realized
by first setting up a pilot station, PROMIS-600, similar to PROFS. A new Doppler radar has been purchased and the pilot project will go on until 1987.
Based on the experiments six regional forecast offices will be equipped with
data-processing and display systems.
Regional, integrated observational networks will be established and used, together with automatically interpreted
satellite data.
Japan has established the most advanced automatic weather station network in the world. AMeDAS consists of 1300 rain gauge stations and 840 wind,
temperature and sunshine-measuring stations.
Stations are polled once every
hour and data distributed to all local weather offices within 18 minutes. The
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) puts high priority on VSRF, especially for
rain forecasting. Methods to digitize and composite radar rain data have been
developed by the JMA.
Several other VSRF systems of more limited scope have been developed,
e.g. the Swiss ANETZ/DISAT, AWS/radar/satellite data information system, plus
SHARP and RAINSAT in Canada for forecasting rain on the basis of radar and
satellite data as well as some data communication systemse
Experience so far clearly shows:

(a)

The feasibility of VSRF1

XI

(b)

The need to display both
with flow field data;

radar

and

satellite

(c)

The VSRF system must be designed on the basis of users' needs
as well as meteorological, geographical and economic conditions.

The report shows that possibilities for building up
systems in many countries have increased considerably because:

data

together

successful VSRF

(a)

Observational techniques have been greatly enhanced by computer processing of digitized radar and satellite information,

(b)

Possibilities to communicate large volumes of data,
tal picture information, have increas~d1

(c)

Modern graphical, colour-display techniques, allowing presentation of colour-enhanced imagery as well as superimposition
of different meteorological fields have become available;

(d)

New dissemination techniques have appeared which are suitable
for selective dissemination,

(e)

Society is becoming more aware of its needs in the field of
VSRF.

i.e. digi-

As regards the ISS studies, attention should be paid to developments
in the field of VSRF likely to be made·during the coming five to ten years.
This concerns, in particular, an expected impact on observation systems, exchange of broad-band data within regions, capacity of the GTS, formats and
codes for radar data and users' requirements and economic benefit studies.
CAS has been recommended to take action to encourage research in the
fields of remote-sensing observation systems, mesa-scale models with emphasis
on initialization and parameterization, dynamics of mesa-scale systems and
techniques for rapid processing and assimilation of radar, satellite and conventional data.
The importance of maintaining two polar-orbiting satellites
of the TIROS-N type is especially underlined.

RESUME

Dans le pr€sent rapport l'auteur examine divers aspects de la prev 1

-

sion a tr6s courte €ch€ance qui, par d€finition, regroupe les pr€visions locales, d€taill€es, de 0 jusqu'a 14 heures d'€ch€ancee Il fait valoir que !'utilisation des pr9visions

a

tr6s courte €ch€ance

(PTCE)

permet de sauver

des

vies et de preserver les biens mat6riels et qu'il est possible d'en tirer des
avantages 6conomiques.

a

La pr€vision
tr6s
des Syst6meS de ffiQUV€ffi6lltS

courte €ch€ance c I est l' analyse et la pr€vision
ffiOyenne €chelle 1 C I SSt-.9.-dire de 2
2 QQQ km.
Pour qu'il soit possible d'analyser et de pr€voir ces syst6mes m€t€orologiques
de petite €chelle et de courte dur€e et de fournir aux usagers des informations m€t€orologiques en temps opportun, les systemes de pr€vision a tres
courte Eich€ance doivent @tre en mesure de rassembler rapidement les donn6es
d' observation, des les traiter, d 1 €laborer des prSvision et de les diffuser
aux usagers qui en ant besain.
Beran et MacDanald ( 1982) ant bien indique
qu' il fa ut, a cet effet, echanger de grandes quantites de dannees permettant
d'Slaborer des pr€visions d€taill€es pour des sites sp€cifiques.

a

a

Pour Slaborer des pr€.visions a tr€s courte €.ch€ance et notamment des
pr€visions pour l' imm€diat (a 8ch€ance de 0 a 2 heures), il fa ut disposer
d 1 observations surfaciques, en particulier de donn€es radar de haute d€finition et d I images satellitaires.
Les grands progr6s realises dans le domaine
du traitement informatique de pointe des donn€:es radar et satellitaires, qui
permettent d'accentuer la visibilit€ de parties d'images en utilisant des couleurs, de surimprimer des donn€es et de composer des images en provenance de
plusieurs radars, se traduiront par la multiplication des systernes de PTCE
dans de nombreux pays.
Les stations m€t€orologiques automatiques sont pretes
l'emploi comme le prouve le r€seau japonais AMeDAS et le r€seau suisse ANETZ.

a

On met
actuellement
au
point
des
techniques
de
t€1€d€tection
hertzienne
partir du sol qui doivent fournir des resultats dont 1 1 €cart type
est inf€rieur a un degr€ dans la troposph€re.
En combinant ces r€sultats les
donn6es obtenues
1 1 aide de radars de mesure du vent, de sondeurs atmosph€riques VISSR ou de sondeurs verticaux op6rationnels TIROS, il est possible
d'obtenir des profils verticaux du vent, de la temperature et de la vapeur
d'eau pratiquement continus comparables aux profils obtenus par radiosondage.
La pr€vision a tres courte 6cheance fait, en particulier, valoir l'int€r~t des
syst6mes d 1 observation int€gr6s.

a

a

L'utilit€ des donn€es d'observation d€pend de leur transmission en
temps reel, de leur traitement et de leur affichage immediats.
Un prajet
pilate COST-72 sur l'echange des dannees radar paurrait debaucher sur la possibilit€ d'6changer de grandes quantit€s de donn€es sur le SMT
l'6chelon
r€gional, par example.

a

L I homrne j oue un rOle important dans tout syst€:me de pr€vision a tres
courte €ch€ance.
Les m€thodes objectives doivent servir de directives et des
m6thodes sirnples d'extrapolation doivent constituer la base des pr€visions de
0 a 3 heure.s d '6ch€ance, par exemple des pr€visions de pr€cipitations ou de
perturbations graves.
Il est probable qu'on fera de nouveau appel aux m€thodes statistiques utilis€es avec les mod6les physico-dynamiques de "ph8nom6nes"
sp€cifiques. Les mod6les g6n6raux de ph€nom8nes a moyenne 6chelle ne sont pas
prSts pour l 1 exploitation
l'heure actuelle, mais diffBrents modeles sp6cialis€s seront utilises en exploitation au cours des cinq prochaines anni§es~
L' exploitation de ces rnod€les, qui sont adaptes au terrain etjou au for«;age
synoptique, ne necessite pas d'observations a moyenne €chelle.
L'utilisation

a

XIII
des mod8les a moyenne €chelle a l'avenir d6pendra en particulier des donnees
d I OlJServatiOfl d.iSpOllibleS 1 de la JniS8 dU point de methOd€8 d I ini tialisatiOfl et

de la paramE!tr.isation de la convection.
Les moyens e:xpE!rimentaux de prevision a tres courte 8ch€ance comme le
syst8me FRON'l'IERS, au Royaume-Uni, et le prototype PROFS aux Etats-Unis
d' Am€rique, pr6sentent un .int8n~t particulier.
Ils seront utilises pour faire
des essais de combinaisons de_ donn€ies d • observation et pour tester diffE!rentes

methodes de pr8vision.
Dans certa.ins pays la mise en place de

courte 8ch6ance est d€ija bien avancee.

sysb~mes

de

prev~s~on

d

tr8s

Toute tentative d'approche globale du

probl8rne dE~ la pi·€vision est particuliEl:rernent int8ressante.
Une telle dBrnarche englobe la diffusion des renseignements rnBtEiorologiques qui, dans le cas
de la prEivis.ion
tres courte €ch€ance, rev6t une grande importance car les
avis doivent @tre diffuses rapidement et s€lectivement~ Les syst€rnes de pr8vision a tres courte €ch6ance feront tres probablement appel a la vid€o en couleur pour la diffusio.n des images ainsi qu 'aux systemes de surimposition de
caract6res alphanumBriques sur l'irnage vid€o qui viennent d'6tre mis au
point.
Il a Bgalement ete envisage d 'utiliser ces possibilit€:s avec les donn8es radar et satellitaires dans le cadre du prototype de ServiCe PROFS (Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Service, prototype. de Service
r8gional d 'observation et de pr€vision) aux Etats-Unis d' AmBrique qui do it
6tre le prototype d'un service local de pr8vision
tres courte Bch8ance et
qui a mis en place un reseau d I observation a moyenne Bchelle.
Le poste de
travail qui utilise du matEiriel et du logiciel d'affichage graphique tres perfectionn€: a clairement prouve l'utilit€ de l'accentuation de la visibilitEi des
images par la couleur ainsi que des possibili tBs de surimpression des donnBes
au cours d'expi§riences de verification des pr8visions.

a

a

Le systeme britannique FRONTIERS de prBvision des pluies est pratiquement au point.
Il fait appel a quatre radars mBtEiorologiques dont il compose
les images toutes les 15 minutes pour les utiliser afin de produire des prEivisions de pr€cipitations jusqu •a six heures d 'EichEiance.
Les donnees METEOSAT
ont ete incluses pour Blargir la region d I application des m€.thodes de pri§vision par extrapolation.
PROMIS-90 est le concept suEidois d'un systeme total d 1 assistance
meteorologique pour les annEies 1990 qui fait nettement valoir 1'81Eiment pr8vision a tres courte Eich8ance.
La premiere Eitape de la r8alisation de ce syst€rne est la mise en place d • une station pilote PROMIS-600 analogue
celles du
prototype PROFS. On nouveau radar Doppler a Bt€: achete a cet effet et le projet pilote doit se poursuivre jusqu'en 1987.
D 1 apr€s l'expBrience ainsi
acquise, six bureaux de pr€vision r€gionaux seront BquipEis de systemes de
traiternent et d I affichage des donnEies.
Des reseaux rEigionaux d I observation
intEigrEis seront mis en place et utilises avec des donnEies satellitaires qui
auront ete interpretees automatiquement.

a

c •est le Japan qui a mis en place le r€seau le plus perfectionne de
stations mBtEiorologiques automatiques du monde entier.
Le r8seau AMeDAS comprend l 300 stations pluviomEitriques et 840 stations de mesure du vent, de la
temperature et de l' insolation.
Les stations sent interrogBes toutes les
heures et les donnees sent diffusees a tous les bureaux rneteorologiques locaux
dans les 18 minutes qui sui vent.
L 'Agence mEitBorologique japonaise accorde
une priorite €:levee
la prEivision
tres courte BchBance, en particulier
la
prevision pluviornetrique.
Elle a mis au point des methodes de num8risation et
de composition des donn€:es meteorologiques obtenues par radar.

a

a

a

XIV
Plusieurs autres sysb~mes de prev~sion mEitEiorologique c3. tr6s courte
BchEiance de moindre importance ont Eitl§ mis au point, par exemple le syst€ime
suisse ANETZ/DISAT, le sysb~me d' information concernant les d6nnees recueillies par les stations m€t€orologiques automatiques, les radars et leS satellites, les systemes SHARP et RAINSAT de prEivision des pluies c3. partir des

donnEies radar et satellitaires,
transmission des donnEies.
L I experience

acquise

au

Canada,

jusqu I a present

ainsi
a

permis

que

des

syst6mes

d I etablir

les

de

faits

suivants :
rEialiser

des

systemes

de

prEivision

a

tres

a)

la possibilit€ de
courte EichEiance,

b)

la nBcessitl§ d'afficher les donnees satellitaires et radar
m9me temps que les donn9es concernan-t les champs d '6coulement,

c)

la n8cessit9 de concevoir les systernes de pr6vision a tres courte
9ch8ance en fonc·tion des besoins des usagers et en tenant compte
des conditions meteorologiques, g6ographiques et economiques.

en

Il ressort du rapport que dans de nombreux pays les possibilitt'§s de
mettre en place des systemes de pr6vision a tres courte 6ch€ance qui fonctionnent bien se sent multipli€es pour les raisons suivantes ,
a)

les m6thodes d'observation ant ete bien am€liorSes par le traitement informatique des donn6es satellitaires et radar num6ris6es,

b)

les possibili t6s de transmettre de gran des quantitE!s de donn€:es,
c'est-a-dire d'informations num6riques et graphiques, se sent
multipli6es,

c)

des m6thodes modernes d 1 affichage graphique en couleur qui permet tent de presenter des images dent la visibili te a ete accentuee par la couleur et de surimposer diff6rents champs meteorologiques ont ete mises au point,

d)

de nouvelles m6thodes de diffusion qui conviennent pour la diffusion selective ant ete mises au point,

e)

la societe a ete sensibilis6e a ses besoins dans le domaine de la
pr€vision a tres courte ech6ance.

Dans le cadre de 1'6tude du systeme int6gr8, i l conviendrait de
int€reSS6r a 1 1 evolution probable dU dOffiaine de la pr6ViSi0fl a tres COUrte
8ch6ance au cours des cinq a dix prochaines annEies.
Il s'agit, en particulier
de 1 1 incidence prEivue des progr6s technologiques sur les syst€mes d 1 observation, de 1' €change dans les regions de grandes quantit€s de donnees, de la
capacite du SMT, de la forme de presentation et des codes des donnees radar,
des besoins des usag~rs et des etudes concernant les avantages economiques.
8

I

Il a Eit€ recommand€ a la CSA de prendre des dispositions afin d'encourager la recherche sur les syst€mes de t€ledetection, les mod€les a moyenne
Schelle, en particulier 1 l' initialisation et la paramEitrisation, la dynamique
des syst6mes a 'rnoyenne Schelle et les techniques de trai tement et d I assimilation rapides des clonnees radar I ' satelli taires et classiques.
L' importance de
c0ntinuer a exploiter deux satellites .3. d6filement du type TIROS-N- a 8b€i particuli6rernent souli9n8e.

PESIOME

B HaCTOJII118M OT'leTe paCCMaTpHBaJOTCJI pa3JIH'lHbl8 aCII8KThl
CBepxKpaTKOCpO'lHOrO llpOrH03HpOBaHHJI,

KaK JIOKaJib-

OIIpe~eJIJieMoro

Hble ~eTaJITI3TipOBaHHble 1IpOrH03hl C sa6JiaroBpeMeHHOCTh!O
ITo~<repKTIBaeTCJI,

0-12

'laCOB,

'!TO TICIIOJih30BaHTI8 CBepxKpaTKOCpO'lHh!X 1IpOrH030B

( VSRF ) MolKeT 6HTh Bhiro~Ho KaK c GKoHoMn<recKoil TO'lKTI speHTIJI,
TaK n

B <racTTI coxpaHeHTIJI lKTisHeHHhlx n TIMYI11eCTBeHHHx ~eHHocTen.

ITpo6JieMa IIpOrHOSa B OCHOBHOM CBJISaHa C aHaJITI30M TI llporH03TipOBaHTI8M M830MaCmTa6Hh!X IIepeMell1a!Oll1TIXCJI CTICT8M
OT

2

~0

2000

KM,

~T06bl OIIepnpOBBTb

C MaCmTa60M

GTTIMTI KpaTKOBpeMeHHh!MTI

M8JIKOMaCmTa6HhiMTI MeTeOpOJIOrTI'l8CKTIMTI CTICTeMaMTI TI o6eCTI8'lTITb
IIoTpe6nTeJieil cBoeBpeMeHHorr MeTeopoJiorn<recKoil TIHcpopMa~nerr,

cnc•re-

Ma CBepxKpaTKOCpO'lHOrO IIporH03a ~OJilK.Ha 6hiTb CIIOC06HOH 6HCTp0
C06TipaTb ~aHHb!e Ha6JIJ0~8HTIH,

o6pa6aTh!BaTb ~aHHb!e,

rOTOBTITb IIpor-

H03 TI paciipOCTpaHJITb ero COOTB8TCTBYJOI11TIM ll0Tpe6TIT8JIJIM,
IIO~'lepKTIBaJIOCh EepaHOM TI MaK~OHaJI~OM

(1982

r,),

KaK

GTO Tpe6yeT

o6MeHa 60JihillTIX o6~8MOB ~aHHh!X ~JIJI IIO~rOTOBKTI ~eTaJibHh!X IIporH030B
C y<reTOM KOHKpeTHh!X M8CTHh!X YCJIOBTIH.

CBepxKpaTKOCpO'lHOe 1IpOrH03TipOBaHTI8 TI IIO~KJiaCC 1IpOrH03TIpoBaHTIJI TeKy111eil IIoro~H (c sa6JiaroBpeMeHHOCThJO
Ha6JII0~8HTIH

30HaJibHOrO OXBaTa,

Bb!COKTIM pas pemeHTI8M TI
nso6palKeHnrr.

~aHHble,

0-2

<raca)

Tpe6yeT

TaKTIX KaK ~aHHhle pa~TIOJIOKaTopa C
IIOJIY'l8HHbl8 Ha 0 CHO Be CIIYTHTIKOBb!X

Cyll1eCTBeHHHil rrporpecc B o6JiaCTTI ycoBepmeHCTBoBaH-

Hoil o6pa60TKTI pa~TIOJIOKa~TIOHHh!X TI CIIYTHTIKOBb!X ~aHHh!X C IIOMOI11h!O
3BM, ~aromeil ~BeTHble YB8JITI'l8HHble TI306palK8HTIJI C rpai!Jn'leCKTIM BOCIlpOTI3Be~eHneM

TI HaJI0)!(8HTI8M ~aHHHX,

IIOJIY'l:8HTI8M COCTaBHh!X TI306pa-

lK8HTill Ha OCHOBe ~aHHhlX H8CKOJI:OKTIX pa~TIOJIOKaTOpOB,
6oJiee 6hlcTpoMy cos~aHnro cncTeM VSRF

EO MHornx CTpaHax.

K TICIIOJI:030BaHTIIO aBTOMaTTI'l:8CKTI8 M8T80pOJIOrB'l8CKTie
6HJio IIoKasaHo Ha JIIIoHcKoil ceTn AMeDAS

IIpnBe~eT

fOTOBhl

CTaH~TITI,

n mBerr~apcKoil

K

KaK

ANETZ.

B HaCTOJl:i1188 Bp8MJI paspa6aTHBaeTCJI Ha38MH08 MTIKpOBOJIHOBOe
o6opy~OBaHTie ~TICTaH~TIOHHOrO 30H~HpOBaHTIJI C cpe~HeKBa~paTTI'lHOll

XVI
~eM B 1° B Tponoc~epe.

rrorpemHOCToiD MeHee,

BeTpoBDIMH pa;n;noJJoKaTopaMH H ;n;aEHDIMH VAS
ooecne~HTo

npaKTH~eCKH

B

.~acTHOCTH,

HJJH TOVS

aEaJJorn~HDie

no;n;~epKHBaeTcff

OHH MoryT
npo~HJIH

HerrpepDIBHDie BepTHKaJJoHbJe

TeMnepaTypDI H BO;IJ;ffHoro napa,
30H;IJ;OB,

B co~eTaHHH c CB~

noJJy~aeMDIM

BeTpa,

c pa;n;no-

BalKHOCTo ;IJ;JJff VSRF

pacmn-

peHHofi no;n;roTOBKH KOMnJJeKCHOll CHCTeMDI HaOJJro;n;eHHff,

TioJJe3HOCTo ;n;aHHDIX HaoJJro;n;eHnfi saBHCHT OT onepaTHBHofi nepe;n;a~n ;IJ;&HHDIX H HesaMe;IJ;JJHTeJioHOll nocJJe;n;yro111efi HX OOp&OOTKH TI

BocnponsBe;n;eHHff.

8KcnepnMeHTaJioHDifi npoeKT no ooMeHy pa;n;noJJoKa-

JJ;l'lOHHDIMH ;n;aHHbiMH -

COST-72

- MolKeT

ro ooMeHa ;n;aHHhlMH rnnpoKoro cneKTpa,

ooecne~nTb

HanpnMep,

ocHoBy ;IJ;JJff 6y;n;yl!1eno rCT Ha perno-

HaJioHofi OCHOBe,
BalKHyro poJJo B CHCTeMe VSRF

nrpaeT nporH03HCT.

Hhle MeTO;IJ;H oy;n;yT HCnOJio30BaToCff ;Il;Jiff pyKOBO;IJ;CTBa,
IIpOrH030B Ha rrepHO;IJ; 0-3
Jiff~TITI,

~aca

0CHOBY ;Il;Jiff

COCTaBffT MeTO;IJ;hl IIpOCTOll GKCTparro-

HanpHMep, ;IJ;Jiff OCa;IJ;KOB H CHJioHHX rp03, Tio BCefi

CHOBa IJy;n;yT HCITOJio30BaToCff
30ffiB!!E'M
ffBJJeHHll,

Oo'DeKTTIB-

CTaTHCTH~eCKHe

BepOffTHOC~H,

MeTO;IJ;DI BMeCTe C HCIIOJio-

KOHKpeTHbiX qm3H~eCKHx/;r;mm~eCKHX MO;IJ;eJiefi ;Il;J!ff OT;IJ;eJJoHHX
001!1He Me30MaCIIITaOHHe MO;IJ;eJJH B HaCTOffl!1ee BpeMff e111e He

rOTOBhl ;IJ;Jiff orrepaTHBHOrO HCIIOJ!o30BaHHff,

0;n;HaKO B rrpe;n;eJiaX CJie-

;IJ;YID1!1llX nffTH JJeT IJy;n;yT orrepaTHBHO HCnOJio30BaToCff pa3,JIH~Hlole cne~HaJIH3HpOBaHHhle

Mo;n;eJJH,

Hlole HaOJJID;IJ;eHHff,

HO OHH MoryT paCCMaTpHBaToCff KBK MO;IJ;eJIH 1IpHBff3KH

)lJiff TBKHX MO;IJ;eJJell He HY:IKHD! Me30M8CIIIT80-

K MeCTHOCTH H/HJIH KOHKpeTHOTI CTIHOIITH~eCKOll CHTYB~HH,

llCIIOJio30-

BaHHe Me3oMaCIIITaOHHX MO;IJ;eJiefi B OYi1Yl!1eM IJy;n;eT saBHCHTb OT HaJIH~llff

;n;aHHDIX HaOJIID;IJ;eHHTI,

pnsa~HH,

B

~aCTHOCTH,

0COOO BalKHOe

paspaOOTKH CXeM HHH~HaJIH3a~HH H rrapaMeTKOHBeK~TIH,

3Ha~eHHe

oy;n;eT HMeTo TICnOJio30BaHHe HeKOTO-

poro GKCIIepTIMeHTaJioHoro ooopy;n;oBBHHff ;IJ;JI.fi VSRF I
Ma FRONTIERS

B CK H PROFS

B CJllA,

8 TO ooopy;n;oBaHrre,

C pa3JIH~HDIMH CO~eTaHHffMll ;n;aHHhlX HBOJiro;n;eHnfi,
Tai{)Ke ;IJ;Jiff HCIIDITBHTiff

pa3JIH~Hb!X

TaKoro KaK CHCTeorrepnpyH

oy;n;eT npHMeHffToCff

MeTO;IJ;OB IIpOrH03HpOBBHHff,

XVII
IIO;J:~OillJIH

B HeKOTOph!X CTpaHaX y'JKe 6JI!I3KO

K

C03;J:~aHH!O

CHCTeM CBepxKpaTKOCpO~Horo rrporH03llpOBaHHR (VSRF).
HHTepeC

Cro;~~a

rrporHosa.
~eCKOn

crrcTeMhl VSRF

BKJiro~aeTc&

TaK'JKe

llHifJOpMa~rrrr,

6y:z~yT

rrpe;~~yrrpe'JK;~~eHrrn.

He;J:~aBHO

BH;J:~eOTeKCTa,

prrBaeTCR B PROFS
B

;~~aHHh!e.

yBeJIH~eHHh!X
MeTO;J:~a

TaKlKe

perrroHaJJJOHbiX

;J:~JIR

pac-

rrpe:z~ycMaT

na6JIIO;J:~eHHn

KOTopa.rr cBoen I\eJIJOIO nMeeT

cos;~~aHrre

MeCTHoro o6cJiylKnBaHHR VSRF,

Pa6o~a.rr

BKJIIO~aR

cTaH~rr.rr

MaTeMaTrr~ecKoe

BaHHoe rrporpaMMHoe rr
BOC!IpOH3Be;J:~eHHeM

o6opy:z~oBaHHe

Ha6JIIO;J:~eHlln,

Jia CeTJO Me30MaCmTa6Hh!X

HHeM

;J:IJIH

paspa6oTaHHh!e CHCTeMh! •reJieBll3HOH-

TaKoe

PROFS,

CiliA.

BH;J:~eOH306palKeHrrR ;J:~JIR

opraHnsa~Hrr

- CJiylK6e

rrpoeKTa ocHoBHon CHCTeMh!

Hh!X

OCo6yro Ba'JKHOCTb

CncTeMhl VSRF, rro Been BeposrT-

~BeTHble

HCIIOJibSOBaTJO

HOI'O TeKCTa ll

crryTHHKOBh!e

K IIp06JieMe

pacrrpocTpaHeHrre MeTeopoJiorrr-

rr·pe;J:~CTaBJI.ffeT

KOTOpa.rr

IIpOCTpaHeHITR, a Tal\)!(e

n rrporHosoB

!IO;J:~XO;LJ;a

c ee cTporrrMn Tpe6oBaH!lRMrr K Br,r6opy rr 6niCTpoMy

pacrrpocTpar-reHnro
HOCTH,

IIO!Ih!TKH CHCTeMHOJ'O

rrpe;J:~CTaBJIRIOT

0co6hln

pa;J:~HOJIOKaTOphl

cos;n;aH

rrcrroJIJOsyeT ycoBepmeHCTBOo6ecrre~eHHe

c

rpamH~ecKrrM

ll OT~eTJillBO IIpO;J:~eMOHCTpHpoBaJia IIOJie3HOCTl'> ~BeT
ll306palKeHHH, a TaK)!(e o6opy;n;oBaHllJI C llCIIOJibSOBa-

HaJIOlKeHHJI

IIpll GKCIIepllMeHTaX IIO KOHTpOJIIO

;J:~aHHh!X

IIpOI'HOSOB,
Tio~Tll

HosrrpoBaHHJI
KHX

saBepmeHa 6pHTaHcKaJI CHCTeMa FRONTIERS

oca;~~KoB.

pa;I~HOJIOKaTopa,

CHcTeMa HCIIOJIJOsyeT

oca;~~KoB

BKJIIO~eHhl

MeTeopoJiorrr~ec

H306palKeHHJI C KOTOph!X KOM6llHllpyroTCR

15 MHHYT H B3aHMOCBJI3aHHO HCTIOJib3YJOTCJI
30B

~eTHpe

;~~o

c sa6JJaroBpeMeHHOCTJOIO

;IIJIJI pacmHpeHllff panoHa

6

:z~enCTBHff

;J:~JIJI

rrpor-

;J:~JIJI

KalK;J:~bie

IIpOH3BO;J:ICTBa IIpOI'H0-

~acoB,

..I\aHHbre METEOSAT

MeTO;J:IOB

GKCTpaiiOJIJI~llll

rrporHosoB.

PROMIS-90
~ecKoro
~aCTH

-

lriBe;~~cKHn

ro;~~oB.

o6cJiylKHBaHrrJI 1990-x

VSRF.

PROMIS-90

rryTeM ycTaHOBKrr rrpo6Hon

rrpoeKT CllCTeMhl o61J1ero MeTeopoJiorrr-

6y;~~eT

peaJirrsoBHBaTJOCJI

CTaH~rrrr,

3aKyrrJieH HOBhln ;J:IOIIIIJiepoBCKlln
GKCIIeprrMeHTaJIJOHOI'O IIpOeKTa

BalKHaJI poJIJO B Hen

PROMIS -600,

pa;J:~llOJIOKaTop,

6y:z~eT

oTBo;~~rrTcJI

rrepBoHa~aJIJOHo
aHaJiorH~Hon

PROFS.

ll OCY1J1eCTBJieHrre

IIpO;J:~OJilKaTJOCff

;110 1987 r,

IlleCTJO

XVIII-

periTOHaJihHhlX
o6opy;n;oBaHhl
CO s;n;aHh!
6y;n;yT

610p0

rrporH030B

CITCTeMaMIT

Ha GKCII8piTM8HTaJihHOH

o6pa6oTKH IT

per:HoHaJihHhl8 KOMIIJI8RCHn18

ITCITOJ!h30BaThCJI

BM8CT'8

C

OCHOBe

6y,n;yT

BOCIIpOH3B8;IJ;8HITJI ;n;aHHhlX,
Ha6JIIO;D;a T8JJhHhl8

C8TIT,

Ey;n;yT

RO TOphle

aBTOMaTH't!8CRH ITHT8piip8TITpOBaHHhlMIT

CIIYTHITROBn!MIT ;n;aHHhiMH,

CaMaJI
cos;n;aHa
IT

840

COBeprneHHaJI

H8't!HOro

CITJIHHJI,
't!ac,

610p0

rrpe;n;eJJaX

(HMA)

H

oT;n;aeT

Milpe

COCTOITT

;n;aHHNe

18

rrepe;n;aroTCJI

MITHyT,

B HMA

I!IT!flpoByro <flopMy H

6niJIH

M8TEOpOJIOriT't!8CKITX CTaHrrHH

1300

ITS

B8Tpa,

lloKasaHHJI IIpiT60pOB
BD

Ha

oca;n;KoMepHh!X

CTaHrrHH

T8MIIepaTyphl IT

CTaHrrHJIX

COJJ-

perHCTpiTpyroTCJI

Bee MeCTHbie MeTeopoJioriT't!eCKHe

KTIOHCKOe

BNCORITH rrpiTop:HTeT

HHJI oca;n:RoB.

C8Th

H3M8pJIIOII\HX rrapaMeTpbl

Ka:IE;n;niil
B

AMeDAS

B KIIOHHIT.

CTaHrrHH,

B

M8T80pOJIOrH't!8CK08

VSRF,

oco6eHHo

areHTCTBO

;n:JJJI rrporHos:HpoBa-

paspa6oTaHbi MeTO;IJ;hl rrpeo6pasoBaHHJJ:

M8TO;IJ;hl 06'b8;IJ;HH8HITJI

B

pa;IJ;HOJIOKarriTOHHhlX ,n;aHHh!X 06

oca;n:Kax.

Paspa6oTaHN HeKoTopNe ,n;pyr:He
't!eHHoro

MacmTa6a,

I!HOHHaJI

CITC TeMa

AWS /

SHARP

RAINSAT

B KaHa;n:e

H

pa;IJ;HOJIOKarrHOHHh!X

Harrp:HMep,

CITCTeMN

mBeilrrapcKaJJ:

VSRF,

6oJiee

ANETZ/DISAT,

ITHifiopMa-

pa;n:ITOJJORarrHOHHhix/ crryTHHKOBNX ;n:aHHNX,
;n:JIJJ: rrporHos:HpoBaHITJJ:

CIIYTHHKOBh!X ;n:aHHh!X H

oca;n:RoB

H8CROJJbKO

orpaHH-

a

TaK:IEe

Ha ocHoBe

CITCT8M rrepe;n:a't!IT

):\aHHh!X,

liM810II\HHCJI OIIh!T

JICHO

a)

rreJiecoo6pa3HOCTh

b)

H806XO;IJ;HMOCTh
TaK

H

IIORa3h!BaeT:

VSRF;

BOCIIpOH33E;IJ;8HITJI RaR

CIIYTHITKOBhlX ;n:aHHh!X

BM8CT8

pa;n:HOJIOKarrHOHHbiX,

C TIOTOKOM IIOJJ8Bh!X

,n;aHHhlx;

c)

CITCTeMa

VSRF

;n;oJI:IEHa 6h1Th

HITH rroTpe6ITTeJJeil,
reorpa<flH't!eCKITX

a

Ta~:IEe

paspa6oTaHa Ha ocHoBe
c

Tpe6oBa-

y't!eToM MeTeopoJJoriT't!ecRITX,

IT ~RoHoMIT't!eCKITX

ycJJoBITH.

XIX
B OT~eTe noKasHBaeTcH, ~To B03MO~HOCTH ~~H cos~aHuH
sm[beKT!!BHhlX CHCTeM VSRF BO MHorrrx CTp8.H8.X B 3H8.~l!Te~bHOH CTerreHrr

yBe~l!~HB8.IDTCff

T8.K KaK:

1

MeTO~hl HaoJiro~eHHH 3Ha~rr~e~bHO pacmrrp.F!IDTC.fl O~aro~apH

a)

pa~HO~OKarrHOHHOH IT

oopaoOTKe Ha 3BM rr!![bpOBOH 1

cnyTHHKO-

BOH HH[bOpMarrnrr;
yBe~n~nBaeTcH B03MOlKHOCTn nepe~a~n ooJinmnx oocneMoB ~aH

b)

rpa[brr~eCKOH

HhlX, T,e, rrH[bpOBOH

HH[bopMarrrrrr;

nOHBll~llCb COBpeMBHHhlB MeTO~hl rpa[brr~eOKOrO

c)

BOCnpoll3Be~eHHfl

~eHHhle

1

nosBO~.f!IDmHe

TaK~e

ll300paJKeHHfl 1 a

po~orrr~eCKHX

npe~CTaBHTb

Ha~O~BHllff

rrBBTHOrO
rrBeTHhle

pa3~H~Hn1X

YBB~ll

MeTeo-

no~eil;

no.f!BH~HCb HOBble MeTO~hl paonpOCTp8.HBHllfl I'!H[bOpMarri'!H 1

d)

nprrro~Hhle

~~fl

Bhloopo~Horo

pacnpocTpaHeHHH;

OOillBCTBO BOB OO~ee OC03H8.BT CBOID noTpBOHOCTb B 00~8.CTH

e)

VSRF.
~To KacaeTCfl rrcc~e~oBaHuil B paMKax KHC

(KoMn~eKcHoro

rrcc~e~oBaHnH cucTeMH BCIT) 1 c~e~yeT y~e~rrTn BHrrMaHrre paspaooTKaM

B
B

oo~aCTH
Te~eHrre

VSRFI KOTOphlel no Been Bepo.F!THOCTHI
o~H~ailmrrx

o~H~aeMoro

pa

~aHHhlX

KO;IJ;OB

~~ff

OHTe~efi

rr

B~HHHHH

B

nHTn-~ecHTrr

GKOHOMrr~ecKux

KAH

oH~o

BaHHll B OMaCTH
Me30MaCmTaOHhlX

1

ooMeHa mrrpoKoro crreKT-

perHOHOB 1 B03MOJKHOCTBH rCT

pa~HO~OKarrHOHHhlX ~aHHh!X

I'!

HMeTb MBCTO
B ~aCTHOCTH 1

3To KacaeTCH 1

Hao~ro~eHrril

Ha crrcTeMhl

npe~e~ax

~eT.

oy~yT

1'!3Y~BHHH

1

[bopMaTOB ll

TpeooBaHUff noTpe-

BHro~.

peKoMeH;n;oBaHo nprrHHTn Mephl no noompeHHro

HaO~IO;IJ;aTe~bHhlX

MO~e~ell

C

CHCTBM ;IJ;HCTaHrrHOHHOro

y;n;e~eHueM

rrcc~e;n;o-"

30H~HpoBaHUfl

OCOOOro BHHMaHUfl

I'!HHrrHa~rr-

3arrHH ll napaMBTpl'!3arrHH 1 ~UHaMHKB MB30MaCmTaOHh1X CI'!CTeM ll MeTO;IJ;aM
Oh1CTpoil oopaooTKll I'! coopa pa~rro~oKarrHOHHhlXI cnyTHI'!KOBhlX ll OOhl~
HhlX ;n;aHHhlX.
crryTHrrKoB c

OcooeHHo
no~HpHoil

no;n;~epKuBaeTcH

Ba~HOCTb

opouToil THrra TIROS-N.

coxpaHeHrrH ;n;Byx

RESUMEN
En el presente informe se examinan los diversos aspectos de
la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF), definida coma predicci6n local
y detallada para las 0-12 horas siguientes. En el mismo se indica que
merced a la utilizaci6n de predicciones a muy corto plaza es posible
salver vidas humanas, preserver bienes materiales y obtener importantes
beneficios econ6micos.
El problema que plantea la predicci6n est6 esencialmente relacionado con el an6lisis y pron6stico de sistemas de movimiento mesoescalares, cuya magni tud varia entre los 2 y los 2. 000 km. Para pod er
pronosticar la evoluci6n de esos sistemas meteorol6gicos de corta duracion y escala reducida, y facilitar a los usuaries informaci6n meteoro16gica en tiempo oportuno, un sistema de predicci6n a muy corto plaza
debe poder reunir r6pidamente dates de observaci6n, dates procesados, y
preparar y difundir las correspondientes predicciones a los usuaries
interesados. Tal coma lo senalaran Beran y MacDonald (1982), ello exige el intercambio de grandes cantidades de dates para poder preparar
predicciones detalladas relatives a lugares bien determinados.
Las predicciones a muy corto plaza y, dentro del marco de estas ultimas, !as predicciones inmediatas (para las 0-2 horas siguientes)
exigen observaciones de la zona interesada, con dates rad6ricos e im6genes de satelites de alta resoluci6n. Los importantes progresos logrados en el campo de los ordenadores merced a un tratamiento perfeccionado de los dates obtenidos por radar y por satelite, que permiten
la visualizaci6n de im6genes en calor muy realzadas merced a tecnicas
de presentaci6n gr6fica de dates superpuestos y a la combinaci6n de
im6genes de diversos radares, permitir6n disponer m6s r6pidamente y en
muchos poises de sistemas integrados de predicci6n a muy corto plaza.
Ya est6n listas para su utilizaci6n estaciones meteorol6gicas autom6ticas coma las de la red japonesa AMeDAS* y la suiza ANETZ**.
Actualmente se est6n desarrollando metodos de sondeo a distancia por microondas a partir de la superficie terrestre, con un error
cuadr6tico media inferior a 1° en la troposfera. En combinaci6n con
los radares de onda metrica (VHF) para la medida del viento y los dates
obtenidos por media de sondas atmosfericas con radi6metro de barrido
rotative del espectro visible y de infrarrojo (VAS) o !as sondas verticales de los satelites TIROS-N (TOVS), se pueden obtener de manera
pr6cticamente continua perfiles verticales de !os vientos, de la
temperature y del vapor de ague an6logos a los obtenidos mediante
radiosondes. Para !as predicciones a muy corto plaza (VSRF) cabe subrayar en particular la utilidad de disponer de un sistema de observaci6n
integrado.

*

AMeDAS

**

ANETZ

= Sistema autom6tico de adquisici6n de datos meteorol6gicos.
= Red suiza de estaciones meteorol6gicas autom6ticas.
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La utilidad de los dates de observaci6n depende de la transmisi6n de los dates en tiempo real y del ulterior tratamiento y presentaci6n inmediatos de la informaci6n. El proyecto piloto N° 72 ~e cooperaci6n europea en materia de investigaci6n cientifica y tecnica (COST-72),
sabre intercambio de dates de radar, podria, por ejemplo, constituir
una base para el futuro intercambio a nivel regional de una amplia
corriente de dates por el SMT.
El predictor humane desempena un papel importante en el sistema
de predicciones a muy corto plazo (VSRF). Debera utilizer, a titulo de
orientaci6n, metodos objetivos. Los metodos simples de extrapolaci6n
constituir6n la base de las predicciones para las 0-3 horas siguientes,
es decir, las predicciones relatives a la precipitaci6n y a las tormentas de gran intensidad. Es probable que se recurra nuevamente a los
metodos estadisticos, empleados en asociaci6n con modelos fisicodin6micos
de simulaci6n de determinados "acontecimientos". En la actualidad no se
dispone todavia de modelos mesoescalares generales para fines de explotaci6n. No obstante, en los pr6ximos cinco ai'ios se podr6n utilizar para
fines de explotaci6n modelos especiales. Para esos modelos no se requieren observaciones mesoescalares, pero pueden considerarse coma modelos
de ajuste a las condiciones del terreno y/o a una acci6n ejercida a escala sin6ptica. La utilizaci6n futuro de modelos mesoescalares depender6
de la disponibilidad de dates de abservaci6n, del desarrollo de planes
de inicializaci6n y parametrizaci6n de la convecci6n en particular.
Para la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF), ser6n particularmenta utiles algunas medias experimentales tales coma el sistema
FRONTIERS (Predicci6n optima de la precipitaci6n recurrienda a nuevas
tecnicas perfeccionadas de interacci6n radar-satelite) utilizado en el
Reino Unido, y. el sistema PROFS (Servicio del prototipo regional de observaci6n y predicci6n) empleado en los Estados Unidos de America. Para la
utilizaci6n de esos medias, se efectuar6n ensayos que consistir6n en
combinar dates de observaci6n y diferentes metodos de predicci6n.
Algunos poises ya han progresado en su empeno par llegar a
desarrallar sistemas de predicci6n a muy corto plazo (VSRF). Son especialmente interesantes los intentos de resolver el problema de la predicci6n recurriendo a un enfoque sistematico del mismo. Ella supone asimisma la difusi6n de informaci6n meteorol6gica especialmente importante
para la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF), que exige asimismo una
difusi6n muy r6pida y selective de avisas. Los sistemas de predicci6n
a muy corto plaza (VSRF) utilizar6n muy prabablemente im6genes video en
calor, asi coma los sistemas recientemente creados de Teletext y
Videotext. Esos medias tambien se han tenida en cuenta en el Servicio
del pratatipo regional de observaci6n y predicci6n (PROFS) en los
Estados Unidos de America, cuya finalidad es la creci6n de un sistemaprototipo con mires a establecer un servicio local de predicci6n a muy
corto plaza (VSRF), con una red de observaci6n de escala media que comprende dates obtenidos por radar y satelite. La estaci6n que elabora
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esas predicciones utilize unidades de visualizaci6n gr6fica muy perfeccionadas, basadas en equipos y sistemas mecanicos (hardware) y en soportes 16gicos (software), habiendose demostrado claramente la utilidad de
realzar par media de colores las imagenes, asi coma las ventajas de la
superposici6n de dates en los experimentos de control de la predicci6n.
El sistema FRONTIERS britanico para la predicci6n de la precipitaci6n esta a punto de ser operacional. Ese sistema utilize radares
meteorol6gicos, cuyas im6genes se combinan cada 15 minutes, utiliz6ndolas interactivomente para producir predicciones de la precipitaci6n
de hasta + 6 h. Los dates obtenidos por media del satelite METEOSAT
han sido incluidos para ampliar el campo de aplicaci6n de los metodos
de predicci6n por extrapolaci6n.
El Programa para el sistema operative de informaci6n meteoro16gica (PROMIS-90) es un programa sueco concebido para la creaci6n del
sistema global de servicios meteorol6gicos de los anos 1990. Ese programa insiste particularmente en la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF).
El progrma PROMIS-90 se llevar6 a cabo estableciendo inicialmente una
estaci6n piloto - PROMIS-600 - an6loga a la utilizada en el sistema
PROFS. Se ha hecho la adquisici6n de un radar Doppler, y la realizaci6n
del proyecto piloto se extender6 hasta el ana 1987. Bas6ndose en los
experimentos realizados, se dotar6n seis servicios regionales de predicci6n con sistemas de tratamiento de dates y sistemas de presentaci6n de
informaci6n mediante pantallas de visualizaci6n. Se estableceran redes
regionales de observaci6n integrada, que se utilizar6n juntamente con
dates de satelites interpretados de manera automatica.
Jap6n ha establecido la m6s moderna de las redes de estaciones
meteorol6gicas autom6ticas del mundo. El Sistema autom6tico de adquisici6n de dates meteorol6gicos (AMeDAS) comprende 1.300 estaciones de
medida de la precipitaci6n y 840 estaciones para la medida del viento,
de la temperature y de la radiaci6n solar. Esas estaciones son interrogadas cada hora y los dates se distribuyen a tados los servicios
meteorol6gicos locales en un plaza de 18 minutes. El Servicio Meteoro16gico Japones (JMA) otorga a la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF) una
prioridad preeminente, especialmente en la que respecta a la predicci6n
de la precipitaci6n. Dicho Servicio Meteorol6gico Japones ha elaborado
metodos para la obtenci6n de dates numericos y de dates combinados del
radar relatives a la precipitaci6n.
Se han creado asimismo diversos otros sistemas de prediccJ6n
VSRF de menor alcance, tales coma el sistema suizo ANETZ/DISAT*, el
Sistema de informaci6n de dates procedentes de estaciones meteorol6gicas
automaticas (AWS)/radar/satelite, adem6s del Sistema de predicci6n radarica autom6tica a corta plaza (SHARP) y del Sistema RAINSAT (dates sabre
la precipitaci6n obtenidos por satelite) en Canada, con miras a preparar
predicciones de la precipitaci6n basadas en el radar y en dates de los
satelites, asi coma en algunos sistemas de comunicaci6n de dates.

*

ANETZ = Red suiza de estaciones meteorol6gicas automaticas.
DISAT = Procesador de dates numericos procedentes del satelite METEOSAT.
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Hasta ahora, la experiencia demuestra claramente:
a)

que la explotaci6n del Sistema de predicci6n a muy corto
plaza (VSRF) es viable;

b)

que es necesario disponer de pantallas de visualizaci6n en
las que aparezcan los dates obtenidos por radar y los dates
satelitarios, junta con los compos del flujo de dates;

c)

que el
des de
ciones
lezcan

sistema VSRF debe concebirse en base a las necesidalos usuaries, al igual que en funci6n de las condi-meteorol6gicas, geogr6ficas y econ6micas que prevaen cada caso.

El informe demuestra que las posibilidades de crear sistemas
VSRF han aumentado considerablemente en muchos poises debido a que:
a)

los metodos de observaci6n se han perfeccionado enormemente
merced al tratamiento por ordenador de informaci6n radarica
numerica y de informaci6n procedente de los satelites;

b)

han aumentado las posibilidades de transmitir grandes cantidades de dates, es decir, informaci6n gr6fica numerica;

c)

se dispone de metodos gr6ficos modernos que permiten la
presentaci6n de imagenes realzadas en calor, asi como la
superposici6n de dotos e informaci6n sobre diferentes

compos meteorol6gicos;
d)

han aparecido nuevos metodos de emisi6n de dates que permiten una difusi6n selective;

e)

la sociedad es cada vez mas consciente de sus necesidades
en el campo de la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF).

En lo que respecta a los estudios realizados dentro del marco
del Estudio del Sistema Integrado (ESI), se deberia prestar atenci6n a
las posibilidades que, en los pr6ximos 5 a 10 anos, probablemente ofrecer6 la predicci6n a muy corto plaza (VSRF). Se piensa que ello podra
afectar en particular a los sistemas de observaci6n, al intercambio de
amplias cantidades de dates en el interior de cada region, a la capacidad
del SMT, a la forma de presentaci6nycifrado de los dates rad6ricos, asi
como a las necesidades de los usuaries y al estudio de los beneficios
econ6micos que tal sistema pueda originar.
Se ha recomendado a la CCA que adopte medidas con miras a alentar las investigaciones en materia de sistemas de observaci6n mediante
dispositivos de medici6n a distancia, asi como en materia de modelos
mesoescalares, insistiendo particularmente en los sistemas de inicializaci6n y parametrizaci6n, en la dinamica de los sistemas mesoescalares
y en los metodos rapidos de tratamiento y asimilaci6n de los dates obtenidos por radar, por satelite y por medias tradicionales. Se ha subrayado en particular la importancia de mantener en 6rbita circumpolar dos
satelites del tipo TIROS-N.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scope of report

This report deals with a rapidly evolving field of forecasting, namely
very-short-range forecasting (VSRF).
VSRF will mean new approaches to forecasting and a challenge to the weather services which have identified society's new needs and demands for weather information. But it also means added opportunities to open up extended vistas to forecasting and, by entering
the field of VSRF, it will go on to create a continuous span of weather information services starting with accurate descriptions of the current weather and
ending with, perhaps, seasonal forecasts.
This will probably bring about increased credibility as regards all forecasts and thus lead to increased profits and benefits from the use of weather information.

casting,
blems of
nization
national

This report concentrates on new systems for very-short-range forefrom observations to dissemination.
It focuses on the specific proVSRF and indicates the possible impact and consequences for the orgaand structure of weather services, international exchange and interco-operation.

At this stage there is no unified or final picture of how the future
VSRF components of

the weather services

will

look..

It

is

extremely

likely

that development will differ from country to country on the structure of their
respective economies, climatology and tradition i.e. on how the synopticallybased weather service has been organized over the years.
Because of this,
this report cannot be exhaustive nor conclusive, only indicative.
It has not
been possible to obtain information on all on-going or starting projects aiming at VSRF.
Instead, some of the more well-known endeavours will be discussed and it is to be hoped that they will serve as instructive examples.
1.2

Definition of very-short-range forecasting

At the present time
casting is not unambiguous.
especially in the u.s.A.

the concept of very-short-range weather foreThe term 11 nowcasting" is also used frequently,

For the purpose of this report "very-short-range forecasting" will
have the meaning of forecasts 0-12 h ahead (following the definition agreed on
by the CAS Working Group on Weather Prediction Research at its Moscow meeting
in October 1981). "Nowcasting" is then a subclass of VSRF meaning information
about current weather and simple extrapolations of it 0-2 h ahead.
Some people might argue that weather services have always been producing VSRF.
Most forecasts disseminated over radio, for example, are valid
directly from the time of reading out. Even if it is indeed the fact that in
some countries these forecasts can be regarded as truly VSRF most weather
services issue forecasts which hardly are any more detailed in time and space
than the forecasts for the next day.
The reason is, of course, that the synoptic network does not allow forecast with high resolution in time and
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space. Based on this we will also demand' that "true" VSRF also will provide
local and detailed information of weather events.
This means that VSRF will
capitalize on the fact that the short forecast lead time allows possible positive forecast skills for small-scale weather systems, i.e. mesa-scale phenomena.
VSRF must not only be synoptic scale forecasts valid for short lead
times.
This is what couples VSRF to mesa-scale phenomena and immediately
leads to quite different and new demands for observations, processing and dis-

semination of weather information.
This fact necessitates that VSRF must be
looked at separately from traditional synoptic scale forecasting.
It is only natural that VSRF will occupy itself with the prediction of
disastrous and hazardous weather phenomena.

intense weather systems which usually have a
and put human lives at risk.

It is on the mesa-scale we find

great impact on modern society

Tornadoes, thunderstorms, snow blizzards, tropi-

cal cyclones and polar lows are examples of such mesa-scale systems that are
almost impossible to predict accurately solely with the aid of synoptic-scale
information.

Even very-short-range forecasts with lead times up to a couple of
hours can be of extremely great value in saving human lives (and property).
In areas of the world where such intense systems are frequent much of the development efforts will be used to build up forecast systems capable of giving
timely warnings, e.g. for tornadoes and severe storms.
This is especially
true in the U.S.A.
In other countries where such weather extremes seldom occur a VSRF
system must also be able to cope with detailed weather forecasts of other weather elements which are of great value only when used over longer times.
These could be temperature forecasts for frost warnings, road slipperiness,
cargo protection etc. Generally speaking, there is a need for both warnings
for various kinds of severe weather and accurate and detailed forecasts of
precipitation, temperature, wind, clouds, visibility etc. for use by different
sectors of the economy.
In this way we shall not restrict ourselves in the
discussion of VSRF to severe weather, even if this will have the highest priority in some parts of the world.
1.3

Requirements for and economic value of VSRF

The distinction above is evident from the studies of the needs and
demands for VSRF which have been performed in different places. The economic
value of VSRF has been known for a long time in aviation even if it was safety
reasons that once motivated the organization of aviation weather services in

many countries.
In fact aviation is a good example of how the economic aspects of the benefits of a VSRF service have grown in importance along with
the growing complexity of national and international commercial aviation despite the fact that aircrafts themselves are less weather sensitive now than at
earlier times.

In general industrial countries have become more vulnerable to weather
hazards.
Road management, construction business and electronic systems are
different examples of areas in society which are weather sensitive and where
weather forecasts or warnings for severe weather can prevent damages on structures and save human life.
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The increased leisure time in many countries give-s people more and
more time to indulge in hiking, sailing and skiing activities, sometimes exposing them to great weather hazards.
Actually the need for VSRF is increasing in a number of countries in
order to:
(a)

Save lives and property - public safety;

(b)

Increase economic efficiency (or minimize weather-induced losses);

(c)

Improve environmental conditions and the quality of life
leisure time activities).

(e.g.

Concerning the economic value of VSRF some studies are worth mentioning. Murphy and Brown (1982) have a critical view on most studies of the economic value of weather forecasts, particularly what they call "back-of-theenvelope" (BOE) studies.
Instead they favour a more time consuming but more
reliable method based on decision-analysis in which other aspects of the requirements for forecasts such as dissemination, perception, etc. can be treated.
Murphy and Brown summarize their findings in Table I .
It is evident
that requirements for VSRF exist and that there is a potential for large economic savings by using VSRF to a larger extent.
Murphy and Brown's findings.
are consistent with investigations carried out in Sweden in connexion with the
PROMIS-project (see Bodin (1982)). These concerned the construction business,
energy production and agriculture, e.g. Haag (1978).

Murphy and Brown's table shows that requirements are for information
about practically all weather elements including the basic ones, precipitation, wind and temperature.
1.4

Meteorological basis for VSRF

As indicated earlier a VSRF service will occupy itself with the forecasting of mesa-scale weather systems.
The traditional weather service is
built up to cope with synoptic scale phenomena, such as lows and highs, based
on observations with a horizontal spacing of, at least over land, lOO km.
In
this case the weather systems have a lifetime of one or ·two days making it
possible to detect their evolution with an observational frequency of 6-12
hours.
For lead times of up to 12 hours mesa-scale weather phenomena become
dominating.
This does not mean that synoptic scale developments are unimportant.
However, for time scales up to six hours the synoptic scale develops
much slower than mesa-scale phenomena and in some cases the synoptic scale can
be seen as a quasi-stationary background flow in which the more short-lived
meso-scale systems evolve.
In any case the synoptic flow can be forecast by
means other than the me so-scale.
Figure 1 shows a schema·tic picture of the
time and space scales of atmospheric motion systems.
In this figure the range
of meso-scale systems is delineated. By the traditional definition the mesascale encompasses space scales from a couple of kilometres to 2000 kilometres
and time scales from half an hour to 6-12 hours.
By necessity the limits are
vague because of different external forcing parameters in different parts of
the world.

-
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TABLE I

Summary of selected user-requirement and economic data

Reference

l->elivity/
hazard

A<Jriculture
Daily planning
Scheduling
Crop spraying.

Harvesting
Planting
Frost/heat Protection
All

Region

(1975)

WMO (1968)

Dancer and 'l'ibbitts (1973)
Bussell et al. (1978)
Dancer and Tibbitts (1973)
Bussell et al. (1978)
Dancer and Tibbitts (1973)
Dancer and 'L'ibbitts (1973)
Theron et al. (1973)
Dancer and Tibbitts (1973)
PROFS (1979)

construction
Russo (1966)

All

Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)
Busse11 et al. (1978)
Energy
Electric power
product ion

Gas distribution

Forecast lead
time (hours)

UK

l<lason (1966)

Bhattacharyya et al.

Event (s) a

us

Analysis

BOB

DM,BOE

TS

FRG

BOB

us

P,W

0-12

S,BOE

UK

p

1-6

us

P,~,DP

0-12

UK

p

1-6

us
us

P,W
'I',W 1 C,DP
I:I,R,Fr,Su,T,DP,W
P,T,W,C,DP
R,Sn,H,W,T

0-12
0-12
0-48
0-12
0-12

BOB
BOB
BOB
BOE
BOE

•••

0-24

S. Africa

us
use

us
us
Ul<

Economic value.<;
(millions/year)

type {s) b

$3.5

$44. 6
£1.0
$2,8
£3.5

$3,1

s

$23.8
Rl2. 3

BOE

$74.3

s

BOE

$1.8

$500-1,000

OM

$922

BOE

£10

T,D,P,C

BOE
BOB
BOB
BOB

eo. 2
F33
$9
Aus,$0.1

T,~s

EM, BOE

$36
£0.2
F34
$3.3

TS
p

l-6

Mason (1966)

UK

WMO (1968)
WMO (1968)

France

WMO (1968)
Bhattacharyya et alw (1975)
Mason (1966)

Australia

WMO (l!lbS)

France

Bhattacharyya et al. {1!17:0)

us

T

Bussel1 et al. (1978)
Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)
Mason (1966)
WMO (!968)

UK

p

us

l-6

BOB

"'

2

OM,BOE

l-6
0-12

BOB
BOB
BOB
BOB
BOB
BOB

FRG

us
UK

£20
$232

••••
•••
••

BOB
BOB

""

Transportation
Highway accidents
'l'otal aviation
Airlines

WMO (1968)
WMO (1968)

(crash risk)
{delays)

Bussell et al. {1978)
PROFS (1979)

Ul<

w,st

Australia
France

W,St

FRG
UK

St

w

usd

"'

us
us

Sn
St

St

£!0,5
$30
£6.5
Aus, $14
F36
$1.8
£1
$24. 4

Public safety and general public
Snow removal
Flood
Hurricane
Il'orest fire
Wind storm
Recreation
(boating)
Commuting
Sllopping

Bhattacllaryya et al. (1975)
Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)
Bussell et al. (1978)
Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)
Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)
Bergen and Murphy {1978)
PROFS (1979)
Bhattacharyya et al. (1975)

PROF'S (1979)
PMr·s (19Hl

UK

p

us
us

HL

Boulder, US
Denver r US

W

us

Denver, US
Denver, US

PM
BOE

l-6

,_,

TS

R,Sn,H,W,T
St
R,Sn,H,W,T
R,Sn,H,W,T

S,BOE
BOE
BOB

s

3

s

0.5

s
s

BOB

o.s

$105
$29
£3.8
$2-3
$40
$0.2

$7.3
$4.6
$13.3
$10.4

i
a c ., Cloud cover
DP

Fr

= Dew point
= Frost

H "' Hail
HL
Hurricane landfall

P

~ Pr~cipitation

R .. Rain
Sn = Snow
St = Storm

Su
T
TS

sunshine

= Temperature

w ..

'l'hunderstorm
Wind

bBoJ:: = Back-of-the-envelope calculation, OM ., Decision model1 EM"' Economic model, S ., Survey.
CRegion within· 100 km of Denver. dchicago, Denver, LDs Angeles, and New York airports.
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Figure l - Schematic illustration of space and time scales of atmospher1c motion systems
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In practice this definition means that the cumulus scale and the polar
front cyclone scale enclose the mesa-scale.
Pielke (1981) has proposed a dynamical definition of the mesa-scale as being the scale of those atmopheric
circulations which have horizontal scales large enough to be essentially in
hydrostatic balance, yet small enough so that the wind field deviates substantially from gradient wind balance above the planetary boundary layer.
This,
however, would exclude severe storms from our discussion.
This report
confines itself to the scale definition above, in contrast to the WMO definition, in which the mesa-scale is defined as 100-1000 km (Guide on the GOS,
p. 4).
Orlanski (1975) has further subdivided the mesa-scale into three
subclasses a, (3 and 'Y.
In the largest a -scale fall tropical cyclones, polar
lows and frontal systems, in f3 much of what is covered by Pielke' s hydrostatic/non-geostrophic motion systems, e.g. sea breezes, some orographically
forced motions such as mountain-valley winds, katabatic wind, hydrostatic
mountain waves etc.
The ·y-scale corresponds to the convective scale and
smaller scale orographically induced motions and internal gravity waves.
In discussing mesa-scale motion systems it is also essential to consider their generation.
We can distinguish three main mechanisms for
generation (and maintenance).
(a)

(b)

Synoptic scale-induced systems (e.g. frontal
lines and Mesa-scale Convective Complex),
Terrain-induced systems

(e. g.

sea breezes,

rainbands,

squall

mountain-lake distur-

bances, urban circulations and forced flow over mountains),
(c)

Local instability mechanisms (e.g. convective cells, polar lows,
hurricanes and Ekman layer instability-Ekman Rolls).

As with most atmospheric circulation systems there is a non-linear
coupling between different scales acting at various strengths.
It means tha·t
terrain features affect synoptically forced systems and that synoptic scale
changes are important for the development of a mesa-scale system.
However,
seen from the mesa-scale point of view terrain features such as topography,
sea-surface temperatures, etc. are fixed on the time and space scales that
concern us. ~~e synoptic scale is evolving slowly but can in many cases be of
decisive importance in the generation of mesa-scale phenomena.
Systems that derive their energy through an instability mechanism depend on favourable conditions that can be difficult to assess or forecast.
In
many respects these are the most difficult ones to forecast, both in terms of
da·ta requirements and in our lacl< of understanding of the basic dynamics.
The distinction between different kinds of mesa-scale forcing is highly relevant for the question of mesa-scale predictability.
From a mathematical point of view the first and the third categories of motions above correspond to the classical initial value problem, i.e. where the initial fields
have to be completely known to compute the future state of the atmosphere.
The error of the forecast is very much determined by the accuracy of the initial fields in representing the true atmospheric state.
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The second category on the other hand can be looked on as an adjustment problem or in mathematical parlance a boundary value problem. This means
that the initial fields are not decisive for the computation of the future
state of the atmosphere provided that the large scale synoptic flow and the
local forcing such as topography and surface temperature can be accurately
assessed.
carpenter (1982) discusses some numerical model simulations of sea
breeze situations over England.
Because of the adjustment character of the
simulation, Carpenter starts from (simplified) initial conditions about 12 h
before the time of interest (in the afternoon).
This comparatively long lead
time is required by the long time scale of the sea breeze circulation in its
turn requiring a fairly long adjustment.
However, this lead time can be
shortened when the initial conditions are more accurate.
What has been said here is especially relevant when applying numerical
models. However, it will not be possible to use numerical models for forecast
lead times of up to two to three hours because of . the long time needed for
data assimilation and forecast computations.
However, the points made are
true even in forecasts prepared manually or by simple extrapolation methods.
There is a good chance of improving forecasts of phenomena belonging to the
second category by studying their occurrence in relation, for instance, to
topography from climatological records. Pielke (1982) t~s also suggested that
mesa-scale/boundary layer models could be used to perform such studies for
preselected weather situations.
Besides these aspects of mesa-scale motion systems now discussed their
predictability is limited by their life times. Thus, for example, for convective systems the life time is between one to three hours and the horizontal

scale about 10-20 km. Predictability for individual cells of convective activity cannot be assumed to be much longer than three hours, sometimes much
less. These circumstances will form the necessary requirements with which any
VSRF system shall have to comply.
These requirements concern observations,
data processing, forecasting and dissemination.

The following simple comparison between synoptic forecasting and mesascale forecasting summarizes many of the points made in this chapter
(see
Table II).
The information presented in this report is compiled from different
sources: ordinary meteorological literature, reports and information obtained
through personal visits to most of the institutions mentioned. Two sources in
particular are worth poin·ting out.
In August 1981 IAMAP/WMO and ESA eosponsored a symposium on nowcasting and very-short-range forecasting, in
Hamburg, in connexion with IAMAP 1 s Third Assembly.
'I'he preprint volume was
published by ESA.
This symposium and the preprint volume provided the first
comprehensive presentation of VSRF. Dr. K. Browning has edited a selection of
papers from the Hamburg meeting.
The book "Nowcasting" published by Academic
Press and the ESA preprint volume provide at the present time the best source
of information concerning methods and systems for VSRF presented by the people
and institutions actively involved.
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TABLE II
Comparison of forecast systems
(after Beran and Macoonald (1982))

Characteristics

Short-to-long range

Forecast lead time

> 8-12

Scale

Synoptic

Mesa-scale

Area of coverage

Global or continental

Regional or local

Nature of weather
information

General

Site-specific

Time interval

3-12 h

<

Spacing

Hundreds of kilometres

Tens of kilometres

Data volume

~ 106 bits/h

~

Data flow

Slow (tens of minutes
to hours)

Rapid (seconds to
minutes)

Forecast method

Numerical model, statistical interpretation

Single-cell or system
extrapolation, mesascale models,
statistical

Dissemination

Slow and non-selective,
passive

Rapid, both passive
and active, selective

h

Very-short-range

0-12 h

Observations
l h

108 bits/h

Data processing
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C H A P T E R

2

OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING

2.1

Needs for new observations

It is clear that the synoptic network is totally inadequate for VSRF.
On the other hand, it is difficult to say what is exactly needed in terms of
observations to produce VSRF for different lead times and purposes.
No attempt to systematically design an optimum network for VSRF is known to the
author.
However, some information exists from various experiments and development efforts about possible sources of high-resolution observations of meteorological elements and ways of integrating different sources-sensors into an
observation system for VSRF.
For example, the planned future Swedish weather system PROMIS-90 is
based on an analysis of data requirements for different types of forecast
using available experience.
The result of this analysis is presented in
Table 1 of Bodin (1982).
Admittedly there are weak points in this analysis
even if some support for e.g. the synoptic network density in the future observation system has been provided by Lonnqvist (1980).
Several experimental
meso-scale networks of surface observing stations have been built up and tested, e.g. within the frame of PROFS (see Pratte and Clark (1983)).
The most
ambitious project, however, is the Japanese AMeDAS system, set up to collect
data from 1300 automatic weather stations over Japan.

The AMeDAS system has

been in operation since 1979, Tatehira et al. (1982).
Any analysis of requirements for observations for VSRF shows that
point observing stations are not sufficient.
It is, in fact, fair to say that
the development of VSRF is intrinsically dependent on remote-sensing techniques, especially area-covering techniques such as radar and satellite observations.
The basic requirement is to obtain high-resolution pictures and/or
quantitative information concerning meteorological elements such as clouds,
precipitation, temperature and humidity. Because of the short-lived character
of meso-scale phenomena the update period must be small, of the order of 1/1 h
for the nowcasting (0-2 h) applications.
This favours the use of geostationary satellites but the polar-orbiting satellites are essential to countries at
higher latitudes (north of ~55°).
A distinction can be made between requirements for nowcasting applications, i.e. 0-2 h ahead, and VSRF, 2-12 h ahead.
For the nowcasting range
time is limi·ted for data processing and most forecast methods have to use simple extrapolation techniques.
This means that in many cases it suffices to
observe the location and movement of the potentially hazardous weather phenomena themselves and quickly produce an extrapolation forecast.
On the other
hand, for the range 2-12 h ahead intensity changes in the movement of systems
are equally important to forecaste
'rhis usually requires a more complete picture of the dynamic and thermodynamic states of the atmosphere which can be
based only on quantitative information on temperature, humidity and winds.
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'l1hus:
{a)

Nowcasting requires area covering observations for

early

df~tec

tion and forecasting of movJng mesa-scale systems,
(b)

VSRF, 2-12 h ahead,

requires mesa-scale information on Lhe basic

dynamic and thermodynamic states of the atmosphere.
2.2

Radar
Radar is not new in meteorology and is already i.n widespread use us an

observation tool, especially for the forecasting of· Cb-act.ivity and tropical
cyclones.
In many countries radar s·tations operate at airports, provJding

basic information for terminal weather forecasting as well as FIR watch.
However, improvements in radar technology and the poss.ibilities of
using computers to process the radar reflectivity information have greatly
improved the capabilities of radars.
Modern communication techniques have
also made it possible to transfer radar data from one place to another enabling radar data to be processed in conjunction with other data, such as satellite data and conventional analyses of atmospheric parameters (isoline
fields).
By this processing of radar information the value of the data is
greatly enhanced.
The following list summarizes the main features of modern weather radars:
(a)

Predominantly 5.6 cm (C-band) wavelength,

(b)

Increased stability of internal electronics,

(c)

Optional Doppler facility;

(d)

Computer-controlled scan patterns,

(e)

Remote or in-situ (real-time) computer data processing including:
(i)

Digital data transmission,

(ii)

Generation of colour computer graphics, e.g.:
CAPPI - constant altitude PPI pictures,
vertical cross sections,

(iii)

Adjustment of.precipitation rates by means of independent
rain gauge information.

These properties make it possible to use a modern weather radar for
quantitative measurements of precipitation rate and accumulated precipitation
over 2 km x 2 km squares within a radius of lOO km from the radar antenna.
Estimates of precipitation have been shown to be accurate to between 50-100
per cent.
Radars can be used, however, to detect precipitation systems at
much longer distances.
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Figure 2 -

Sources of error in radar measurements.
Cross-section
through an area of frontal precipitation illustrating six
sources of error in the measurement of surface rainfall
intensity, namely•
(1) radar beam overshooting the shallow precipitation at long ranges, (2) low-level evaporation beneath the radar beam,

( 3)

orographic enhancement

above hills which goes undetected beneath the radar beam,
(4) anomalously high radar signal from melting snow (the
bright band) 1
(5) underestimation of the intensity of
drizzle because of the absence of large droplets, and (6)
radar beam bent in the presence of a strong hydrolapse
causing it to intercept land or sea..
From Browning and
Collier ( 1982)
Radar precipitation measurements are connected with errors emanating
from various sources. The main causes are illustrated in Figure 2.
Some of
them can be remedied automatically, others warrant manual intervention.
However, they seldom all occur at the same time.

One of the basic problems concerns the elimination of ground clutter,
often close to the station where part of the radar beam energy is reflected
back by terrain features.
Ground clutter contaminates the true water drop/
snowflake reflections.
Basically three methods are in use to reject ground
clutter:
(a)

Mapping of ground echoes on clear days and storing echo intensities as correction factors in future processing of combined precipitation and ground echoes,

(b)

Use of Doppler facility to separate moving targets
fixed ground echoes,

(rain)

from
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(c)

Moving Target Indicator using a high pass filtering technique to
eliminate
pulse-to-pulse
steady
component
(ground
echoes)
(Tatehira and Shimizu (1980)).

The Doppler facility utilizes the fact tha·t radar energy reflected
from a target moving along the radial direction of the beam will display a
frequency shift (Doppler shift) from which the radial velocity can be computed.
Such measurements L·equire reflecting particles in the air moving with
the local wind speed.
In clouds or precipitation important information about
the motion field can readily be obtained.
In clear air radial velocities can
be obtained from returns from insects, at least in summer, for radars operating on a three-centimetre Wavelength and to some extent for five-centimetre
radars out to about 50 km.
'l'wo Doppler radars can be used to obtain the
three-dimensional wind field.
One Doppler radar in so-called VAD-mode (velocity-azimuth display) can be used to get an in-situ profile of mean wind speed.
Wilson and Wilk (1981 and 1982) show convincingly the usefulness of
Doppler radar in a variety of nowcasting applications.
Despite the range limitation indicated above, a Doppler facility has been judged essential in
NEXRAD the next generation weather radar network in the U.S.A.
Special radars operating in the VHF range (30-300 MHz), as compared to
the ordinary weather radars, that operate in the UHF range, are capable of
measuring wind profiles up to great heights as demonstrated by Balsley and
Gage (1982).
The VHF radars, originally developed for upper atmospheric mea··
surements, utilize back scatter signal from ubiquitous small-scale turbulence.
Wind components as a function of height can be obtained either by Doppler
techniques or by the so-called SAD-techniques (spaced antenna drift}, Rottger
(1981).
Balsley and Gage recommend a VHF-radar operating at a frequency of
50-90 MHz (wave lengths between 3-10 m) for wind profiling in the troposphere
and the lower stratosphei·e.
A VHF radar operating at this frequency would
utilize a large antenna array covering something like 100 x 100 m2 •
However, it would be made up of orthogonal dipole elements constructed from standard coaxial cable.
Such a radar wind profiling system capable of operating
in a remote, automatic station fashion can be built for less than U.S.
$100 000. With a VHF radar it would also be possible to detect inversions and
measure their height, including the tropopause.
These pieces of information
can be used to improve temperature retrievals from ground-based micro-wave
radio-meters (see 2.4).
2.3

Satellite information

An advanced system of satellites consisting of both geostationary and
polar-orbiting satellites was bui.lt up for the FGGE and for use in the glohal
observing system.
A wealth of literature exists on the use of satellite information in synoptic scale forecasting.

By and large this information is used by all weather services in the
world today.
Satellite information is currently being introduced in mesoscale
forecasting in several countries.
For VSRF purposes both the highresolution
picture information as well as vertical soundings, obtained more frequently
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and densely than radiosonde profiles, are of great value.
A recent review
paper submitted by WMO to the United Nations space conference in 1982 summarizes the present and future meteorological satellite programmes and includes
an overview of the sensor equipment of the different satellites.
Table III
provides an overview.
Geostationary meteorological satellites constitute the most powerful
source of information for nowcasting application next to radar.
The two GOES
satellites (E and w at 75°W and 135°W respectively) provide images of visible
and infrared radiation through VISSR, the visible and infrared spin scan radiometer, on a half-hourly basis. The resolution is one kilometre in the visible and eight kilometres in the infrared at the sub-satellite point. The European Meteosat satellite close to the o• meridian also carries a water vapour
channel (at 5. 7 to 7.1 f!m) with a resolution of five kilometres, similar to
the IR channel. Resolution in the visible range is 2.5 km.
The Japanese GMS satellite is located at l30°E and carries a VISSR
similar to GOES but with a resolution of 1.25 km in visible and five kilometres in the IR range.
Japan has, however, committed itself to producing SDUS
information and nephanalysis on a three-hourly basis leaving no capacity for
utilizing GMS information at a higher frequency.
GMS information is then not
suitable for nowcasting applications. However, for the longer range VSRF, GMS
can be of value.
GOES-4, launched in 1980, carried the first VAS-VISSR atmospheric
sounder.
A second VAS was orbited aboard GOES-5.
VAS both provides multispectral imagery and vertical soundings of the atmosphere with a resolution of
75 km and a period approximately one hour.
The new VAS vertical sounding facility might prove to be of great value in future systems for VSRF on the
American continent.
Nowcasting applications have been demonstrated in a case
study by Smith et al. (1982)·.
The use of GOES IR information in forecasting severe storms has been
documented by several authors. Austin and Bellon (1982) have demonstrated the
derivation of rain intensity by means of multispectral processing of GOES visible and IR information. For more details see Liljas (1981).

Similar processing can be applied to TIROS-N AVHRR information.
The
polar-orbiting TIROS-N series satellites provide extremely useful information
a·t northerly latitudes where the resolution of the geostationary satellites is
too low and the distortion too large.
Polar-orbiting satellites supplement
the geostationary satellites at lower latitudes by means of the highresolution imagery and the TOVS-data used for vertical temperature and humidity profiles retrieval. The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
provides picture information with a resolution of 1.1 km at the sub-satellite
point in five spectral channels.
Liljas (1982 and 1981) has developed a method for multi-spectral classification of AVHRR-data yielding unique delineation of cloud types (see Figure 3) • This information can be presented as colour-coded imagery on visual
display units.
Liljas has also developed algorithms for precipitation rate
interpretation. Multi-spectral techniques to obtain surface temperature, soil
moisture and snow coverage (parameters Of great value in very-short-range
forecasting) have also been developed.
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TABLE III
Overview of operational meteorological satellites of interest to VSRF

Satellite

Spectral interval

Resolution

...ll9El
GOES (U,S.A.)
VISSR Imagery
VAS-vertical
Sounding
METEOSAT (Europe)
Imagery

GMS (Japan)
VISSR Imagery

Update
period

0.55-0.75 I-'m
10.5-12.6 I-'m

1
8

1/2 h

8 visible eh
12 IR and MW

75

1 h

2.5

1/2 h

5

-"_n_

-"-

0.4-1.1 1-<m
5.7-7.1 I-'m
10.5-12.5 I-'m

5

0 • 5-Q • 7 5

1.25

10. 5-12.5 I-'m

5

3 h
3 h

GOMS (U.S.S.R.)
Planned at 70'E

VIS
IR

2-4
12

1/2 h
1/2 h

INDSAT (India)
Planned at 74'E

VIS
IR

2. 7 5
11

l/2 h
1/2 h

~

1.1

2-4 h

~

17.1

2-4 h
2.4 h

!Lm

TIROS-N (U,S.A.)
NOAA-6 and 7
AVHRR

0. 58-0.68 1-' m

o. 725-1.1 I-'m
3.55-3.93 1-<m
10.5-11. 5 J.L m
TOVS

24 IR

CH
4 MW CH

METEOR-2 (U.S.S.R.)
Scanning telephotometer
~l'elevision

scanning

IR scanning radiometer
8 channel IR scanning
radiometer

VIS
VIS
U-12

::::113

2

?

1

1-<m

u
2'

Data are either available as direct read-out digital information or in
processed form re-broadcast from the geostationary satellites such as WEFAX or
for data from Meteosat or GMS in analogue SOUS format. l'he satellites in the
Meteor-series operated by u.s.s.R. provide only analogue APT information.
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Figure 3 -

Example of a multi spectral cloud classification based on
AVHRR-data from NOAA-6.
The picture covers southern
Sweden and the Baltic Sea.
The colour coding has the
meaning:
Red - cumulonimbus,
Light rose - nimbostratus,
Violet - Cirrus or cirrostratus,
Brown - cumulus congestus
Yellow - cumulus humilis
Green - land surface and
Blue - sea or lake surfaces.
From Liljas (1981)

The AVHRR information cannot be used in the same way as the GOES and
METEOSAT half-hourly pictures for tracking and forecasting convective systems
and cloud areas.
Instead the more infrequent TIROS-N information, two to
three hours between each pass, must be used more extensively together with
other observations to provide useful initial data for VSRF . Additional data
can be lower tropospheric winds, surface data, etc. obtained from ground-based
observations.
The TIROS-N satellites also carry TOVS - TIROS-N Operational Vertical
Sounder, which consists of three measuring instruments:
the High Resolution
Infrared Radiation Sounder (sampling at 20 infrared frequencies), HIRS, the
Microwave Sounding Unit MSU (sampling at four frequencies) and SSU, the Stratospherical Sounding Unit (measuring at additional four infrared frequencies).
The size of a subsatellite HIRS spot is 17.1 km and a MSU spot 110 km, becoming more elliptical further to the sides.
The original temperature and humidity retrieval algorithms inverting
radiance data were developed by Smith and woolf (1976) and are currently used
by NESS to provide worldwide geopotential thicknesses for distribution on the
GTS.
From a VSRF point of view these data are inadequate since they are of
poor resolution and are distributed too late to be of any value.
However,
TOVS-data could be of value if data could be received and processed locally in
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real time retaining full resolution. Comparatively little has been done, however, outside the U.S.A. to develop and operationally implement TOVS-databased temperature and humidity retrieval systems.
However, a European initiative was taken a couple of years ago in forming the European TOVS Inversion Group, the members of which are mostly from
university institutes, e:g. the universities of Bologna, Innsbruck, Cologne
and Ecole Polytechnique.
Their first step has been to take over the simplified, mini-computer
adjusted NESS TOVS-data inversion code • A first international study conference has been planned to take place in IGLS in Austria in autumn (1983) to
compare early local retrievals experiments.
The conference is sponsored by
IAMAP/IRC, COSPAR and WMO.
Other possibilities also exist in using TOVS-data to derive quantitative information on the mesa-scale.
The Japan Meteorological Satellite Centre, Aoki (1982 I), Aoki (1982 II), has developed a different method to invert
radiance data as compared to Smith and Woolf (1976).
Aoki uses AVHRR cloud
information to derive clear radiances from the cloud contaminated ones.
The inversion algorithm is statistical but does not use the e.o.f.
expansion technique. The simultaneous processing of AVHRR-data and TOVS-data
also produces cloud top heights and temperatures as well as sea-surface temperature. The principle achievement of the Japanese method is a reduction in
temperature RMSE of 1-1.5° in the lower two to three kilometres of the atmosphere. This is a definite improvement for mesa-scale analysis when, for example, initializing mesa-scale or boundary layer models.
Fritz (1981) has used the MSU of the TOVS to facilitate temperature
retrievals in cloudy areas.
Fritz utilizes the MSU-data as a vehicle for interpolating betwen radio soundings.
By assuming a linear relation between
radiances and temperature deviations and making it fit exactly to three radiosonde temperature profiles, a feature depending relation is obtained.
This
can be used to obtain vertical temperature profiles at all TOVS-data points in
the neighbourhood, adding small-scale details to the smooth large-scale field.
2.4

Ground-based remote-sensing

Besides remote-sensing systems providing areal coverage, interesting
ground-based in-situ observing systems exist or are being developed.
Little
(1982) has reviewed ground-based remote-sensing systems and their application
within PROFS (Beran and MacDonald (1982)).
Little's account is highly relevant to VSRF in general.
2.4.1

Micro-wave radiometer

---------------------

Of the ground-based systems the micro-wave radiometer (MWR) is the
most interesting one.
A ground-based MWR operates on the same principle as
e.g. TOVS MSU by measuring radiation from H2 and 0 2 in the range 20-65
GHz.
However, weighting functions are different, all having their largest
values at the ground and declining monotonically with height. This limits the
vertical range to about eight to ten kilometres giving the best accuracy and
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resolution in temperature and humidity profile retrieval in the lowest five
kilometres of the troposphere.
A six-channel MWR developed at the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory
has been part of the PROFS observation system.
The MWR has been operating at Denver airport as reported by Little
(1982).
The RMSE of temperature through the troposphere is of the order of
one to two degrees Celsius, Westwater and Grody (1980).
(See Figure 4 for
example of the MWR technique).
In Sweden an 11-channel radiometer is presently assembled and will be
tested in May 1983. The design philosophy and previous experience with a dual
channel MWR for water vapour profiling have been reported in Skoog et al.
(1982) and Skoog and Askne (1982).
Present theoretical estimates indicate a RMSE in the whole troposphere
of less than lK by using so-called Kalman filtering in inverting radiance data
to temperature profiles. The error in humidity is considerably larger, of the
order of 0.1-0.2 g/kg.
An MWR-system can be run in an automatic station fashion at remote
locations providing data with an update period of 10-20 minutes.
Prices are
expected to become moderate.
2.4.2
Another ground-based remote-sensing technique is based on the backscattering of sound from small-scale temperature variations caused by turbulent motions in the atmospheric boundary layer.
A monostatic acoustic sounder
or SODAR, as it is called ·in some countries, has a sound transmitter (loud
speaker) and a receiver (microphone) at the same location.
Back-scatter occurs from temperature fluctuations of size equal to half the wave length of
the SODAR - usually 20-50 cm corresponding to frequencies around 1000 Hz.
Time-height plots of echo-intensity show the turbulent thermal structure of
the ABL (atmospheric boundary layer). The height of the boundary-layer can be
assessed as well as the top of surface-based inversions, which is of value in
some fog forecast applications.
However, a bistatic SODAR can get echoes at scatter directions other
than 180°. This occurs from turbulent wind speed variations. A Doppler frequency shift analysis can be performed and the three wind components computed.
An international comparison test in Boulder, Kaimal et al. (1980), showed less
than one me·tre per second deviations between SODAR measurements and nearby
in-situ measurements. A bistatic Doppler SODAR can measure both average wind
speed as well as wind speed variance, i.e. turbulence intensity. The applicability of acoustic sounders is limited by the presence of turbulence.
The
depth of the turbulent boundary layer varies with time of day and with weather
situations.
Experience indicates that wind speeds are always available below
lOO m but the probability of get·ting wind speed information decreases with
height.
The maximum range is about one kilometree
However, in windy situations, returns are almost always present up to several hundred metres. Acoustic sounders are especially good for boundary layer measurements. SODARs will
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Figure 4 -

(a) and (b) show two examples of vertical profiles of temperature and humidity obtained by a ground based 6-channel
microwave radiometer and collocated radiosondes.
The two
cases illustrate one simple case and one difficult case as
concerning inversion of radiometer data to profiles.
From
Little ( 1982)
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not, in my opinion, be at the core of a VSRF system but may produce additional
and supplementary information.
So the systems will find their way into VSRF
mainly through installations at airports, where they constitute an excellent
tool for wind shear assessment and fog forecasting.
2.4.3

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging - LIDAR - is being developed for different
applications, using lasers as the coherent light source. Already laser ceilometers are operating at airports.
LIDAR applications have been successful in
air pollution monitoring. However, two areas are relatively little explored temperature and humidity profiling and weather type identification.
As discussed by Little (1982) there are good prospects for a laser system to differentiate between rain, snow and hail, and possibly fog.
A LIDAR is also capable of producing high-resolution temperature and
humidity profiles up to several kilometres. However, its operational applicability is highly limited by its fair weather requirements, see Cohen et al.
(1981).
2.5

Automatic weather stations - AWS

Automatic weather stations were once developed as replacement for synoptic stations where either no human observer could be stationed or where
costs for a manually operated station would be prohibitive.
This origin has
caused a view of AWS as a sort of second-rate synoptic observing station and
not as an observing facility in its own right.
An automatic

11

weather 11 station is simply a number of sensors deployed

in such a way that they all can be connected to a data logger where data can
be read and/or stored.
Usually calibration and interpretation of electric
signals or any other sensor information to physical units such as wind speed,
wind direction, etc. are done right away.
In the real-time application the
information stored at the station is polled by e.g. telephone call-up over
public lines or by other data-collecting or transmission systems such as satellite DCP or microwave communication links.
By means of micro-computers considerable data processing such as averaging, variance calculation, fourier

analysis etc. can be done in-situ. All these functions are essentially fully
developed and ready to be used.
Sampling and collection frequencies can be
varied over a broad range.

At the present time AWS equipped with wind speed/direction,

temper-

ature, humidity, pressure and precipitation sensors are readily available "off

the shelf" from several manufacturers. AWS are flexible and if there exis·ts a
sensor for some specific measurement it is usually easy to extend the AWS by
plugging it in. By separating the AWS from its role as synoptic station replacer it can more easily and efficiently find its way into an integrated observing system for VSRF.
In fact several AWS networks have been set up with this purpose in
mind.
The most prominent example is the Japanese AMeDAS network, operating
since 1979.
AMeDAS - Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System - was
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set up to provide real-time information on primarily precipitation intensity
to help in forecasting severe floods caused by typhoons or severe storms. The
AWS part of the system consists of 1317 precipitation gauging stations with an
average spacing of 17 km and 838 stations to observe surface wind, temperature
and sunshine with average spacing of 21 km.
Some stations are now being
equipped with snow depth gauges.
Data are collected once every hour by the AMeDAS centre in Tokyo.
Collection of data from all stations takes eight minutes and distributing the
data to 50 local and ten regional forecast offices takes an additional ·ten
minutes. Data loss is less than one per cent. On request data can be collected as often as every ten minutes.
The Swiss AWS network ANETZ has been described by Roesli (1981).
In
1981 it consisted of 47 stations but it is planned to extend the network to 64
stations..
Stations are polled every ten minutes.
'l'he number of stations in
Switzerland corresponds to an average distance between stations of 30 km. The
basic set of sensors corresponds to the quantitative information of synoptic
stations.
Many automatic stations are collocated with synoptic stations,
where the observer then supplies the cloudiness, weather and visibility observations.
This concept of a hybrid station, where synoptic observations and
AWS observations have been merged, is important and is probably a road that
many weather services will choose.
It has several advantages in providing
more frequent updates of basic information between synoptic times and not all
information is lost during nights or vacations, when a human ob- server is not
working.
ANETZ has also been open for use as a basic network by other
agencies in Switzerland by introduction of e.ga user specific sensors.
Observations are collected by the central computer of SMI and redistributed to ·the three Swiss forecasting centres within 10-15 minutes after
observation time.
Experimental "mesonets" of AWS have been established e.g. by PROFS and
USAF.
The PROFS network consists of 22 AWS, mainly in the northern parts of
Colorado.
Sensors include wind, temperature, dewpoint, pressure, insolation,
visual range and accumulated rainfall, Prattle and Clark (1983).
In concluding this paragraph it is worth pointing out that often AWS
are being installed for other purposes than VSRF (and by others than the national weather services).
It means, however, that AWS netwo~ks are being established in a more gradual way in many countries..
This will not, however,
diminish their value to VSRF.
2.6

Observing systems for very-short-range forecasting

It is easy to see that practically all of the observations discussed
above greatly benefit from being processed together with other observations.
This is especially true for:
(a)

Ground-based microwave radiometer data and VHF radar information
on inversion and tropopause heights to improve accuracy in temperature retrieval,
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(b)

(c)

eo-processing of ground-based MWR and TOVS-data to provide continuous temperature profiles from the surface to 30 km height and
with increased accuracy (as demonstrated by Westwater and Grody
(1980)),
Satellite multispectral imagery and radar information to obtain
rainfall rates over large areas,

(d)

(e)

AVHRR and TOVS-data to improve temperature inversions and to obtain cloud tops, liquid water content and other information simultaneously,
Compositing of radar information from two or more adjacent radars
and using rain gauge observations to correct rain rates.

In fact three different remote-sensing systems would eventually be
capable of replacing the old radiosonde stations..
Such a new system would
consist of:

(a)

A ground-based MWR for temperature and humidity,

(b)

TOVS-data for temperature and humidity/

(c)

VHF-radar for wind measurements and inversion detection.

Such a system would be cheaper both to procure and to operate than a
conventional radiosonde system.
Frequency of data would be once every two to
four hours, depending on geographic location and time of the day.
Between
TIROS-N passages tropospheric temperature, wind and humidity profiles can be
obtained every ten minutes.

A probable scenario would be that many countries over the next ten
years would install remote-sensing systems - "vertical profilers•• - as replacements for radiosonde sta-tions and as new observations for VSRF.
A few
radiosonde stations would be kept .to monitor the "profilers" and accumulate
statistics to develop inversion algorithms.
In fact, heavy use of remotesensing techniques offers the only feasible way to accomplish a density of
upper-air information needed for the future meso-scale models and other forecasting methods employed by a system for very-short-range forecasting.
Another trend is to merge radar information from adjacent radars.
This is done after realizing th.at the area covered by one radar of e.g. precipitation rate is too small to allow forecasting over areas larger than the
nearest 10-20 km around the radar site.
In order to prepare forecasts on the basis of radar information an
area! coverage corresponding to a radius of influence of the order of 300500 km for forecasts out to six hours ahead is required.
The U.K. system of
radar picture composites includes four radars as described by Lark and Collier
(1980). A fifth one will be purchased and placed in the London area in 1984.
The u. K. system has been in operation since 1979 (see Figures 5 and 6) •
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Figure 5 -

Radar network precipitation display showing actual rainfall at 1100 hours on 16 September 1980.
Data have been
averaged to 5 km squares.
The colours represent rainfall
intensity according to:
Blue - light rain ( < l/2 mm/h)
Yellow - moderate ( > l/2 mm/h) and
Red- heavy rain ( > 4 mm/h) . From Browning (1981)

Figure 6 -

Subsequent one hour rainfall forecast based on data shown
in Figure 5. In this case forecast values represent averages over 20 km squares using t h e same colour code as in
Figure 5. From Browning (1981)
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Also in Japan, the U.S.A., Switzerland, France and Germany, Federal
Republic of, work is underway or has already resulted in systems for rada!·
data compositing.
At the present time there are also discussions going on concerning
international exchange of radar information. Within COST-72, Clift (1981), an
analysis has been carried out on the needs and possibilities for an integrated
European radar network. It has been contemplated that exchange between neighbouring countries could take place with a resolution of two kilometres and a
period of 15 or 30 minutes. More general exchange would use a lower resolution of 20 x 20 km2 every hour. These general considerations have been followed by a COST pilot project to investigate:

(a)

The utility of radar data for countries some considerable distance from the area of radar coverage with a view to attempting
to define the distance beyond which the benefit of radar data is
not worthwhile;

(b)

The practicality of particular data formats including investigations of the optimum spatial and temporal resolution of the data
for particular applications;

(c)

The effectiveness of the particular communication channels used
with respect to other available systems (GTS, public lines, dedicated, leased lines etc.).

The U.K. Meteorological Office Radar Research Laboratory in Malvern
has undertaken to process and redistribute radar data collected from other
European countries. During the first stage Ireland, France, Switzerland, the
Netherlands and Belgium will participate. The starting point has been bilateral agreements with France, Ireland and the Netherlands ·to exchange data with
the U.K. This pilot project is described by Collier (1982).
It is of great
importance even if it does not specifically deal with VSRF applications and is
restricted to precipitation rate data.
It touches on three very important
issues: data formats, communications and time and spatial resolution of radar
data for exchange.
At the eighth session of Regional Association VI (Europe) in Rome
5-15 October 1982, the question of exchange of radar data and COST-72 was
brought up. It was agreed that ultimately the GTS could be used. The meeting
suggested two rapporteurs on radar data exchange with special terms of reference to compile the requirements of Members for the international exchange of
radar data, to evaluate the methods used by Members for digitizing and formatting radar data for transmission and finally to formulate proposals for regional procedures, codes and protocols for the transmission of radar data over
the GTS. Reporting is supposed to take place in March 1984.
Dr. Collier of
the U.K. and Dr. Podhorsky of Czechoslovakia have been appointed to serve as
the abo•re-mentioned rapporteurs.
Table IV summarizes some aspects of the present synoptic observing
system and a future, hypothetical, observing system for VSRF. The role of ·the
synoptic stations is uncertain. When looking at Table IV, it is obvious that
the basic system will produce as a subset practically everything that the surface synoptic stations produce but with a much higher resolution.
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Table IV

Summary of present and future observing system on the national level

A.

I

Present observational system

Auxiliary systerns2

Basic systemsl

Observation source

S/NS4

Spatial
re sol. 3

Period

Observation source

S/NS4

Spatial
re sol. 3

Period

Radiosonde
Surface Synoptic

s
s

150-300
50-100

12h
3h

Radar
Polar Orbiting

s
NS

2 km
1-100

lh
2-4h

Geostat ionary

s

1-20

1/2h

Satellites
Aircraft observations (Airep, QBC,

satellites

NS

lOO km

l-12h

ASDAR)

AWS
MWR
VHS-radar
Acoustic Sounders,

s
s
s
NS

20-100

lOm-lh

Few
F'ew
Few

lOm
lOm
15m-lh

Instrumented masts

B,

AWS

'S

Ractar

s
s

20-40
1-2
1-10

15m
15m

satellites
Polar: Orbiting
Satellites

NS

1-50

2-4h

MWR
VHS-radar

s
s

100-300
150··300

10m
10m

Geostationary

l/2h

Future Observational System for VSRF
Surface Synoptic
Airep, QBC, ASDAR
Radiosonde

s
s

1000

3h
l-12h
12h

Instrumented Masts
(at special in-

s

Few

15m-lh

NS

100
100

st allat ions)

1
2
3
4

Systems with an all weather or near all weather capacity, regularly observing, at
predetermined times and places and deployed for complete national coverage
Lacking one or all of the properties under 1
Unit km
S = observing at synoptic times, NS "" not observing at synoptic times
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At this point it is natural to ask what extra information the conventional synoptic stations observe that contribute unique information to such an
integrated system. There are some signs indicating that practical experience
and cost/benefit considerations will lessen the need for synoptic station observations.
In such a case this will present a new situation in international
exchange of observations.
Two options are available.
Either countries "synthesize" observations for exchange, using the synoptic code or new formats and
codes for data exchange are developed.
The summary in Table IV is not a design of an optimum observation system, only some estimates of where we may end up in ten years time.
However,
it is urgent that the new VSRF facilities are used for observation system experiments without waiting for e.g. the implementation of mesa-scale numerical
models.
New approaches to assessing the value of different combinations and
resolutions of observations have to be developed.
In particular this concerns
the use of the PROFS exploratory development facility in Colorado, U.S.A.,
FRONTIERS in the U.K., the Swiss Radar/AWS system, the Japanese VSRF system
and the Swedish PROMIS-600 Pilot station for this task.
2.7

Data transmission and processing philosophies

Using the sampling rates and areal coverage discussed for the data
types above in this chapter it can easily be seen that the data volumes for
VSRF will grow quickly. Data transmissions to/from a forecast office for VSRF
would be in the range 108 bit/h which is two orders of magnitude larger than
for synoptic scale forecasting.
The need for communicating large volumes of
There are two
data is important when designing a national system for VSRF.
factors that are decisive:
(a)

The cost for sending data from one point to another, either by
dedicated lines· or by some other means (e.g. data packet switching) 1

(b)

The cost for computer processing of (colour) graphics.

Depending on the relative costs one might choose either too
(a)

Collect all data centrally, process and disseminate either reduced data or full picture information,

(b)

Let regional centres collect, process and display regional data.
Only what is needed elsewhere is sent on.

If data communication costs are high one would tend to choose the second alternative.
If, on the other hand, computer graphics are expensive and
communication costs low, the tendency is for the first solution.
The situation is probably very different in different countries presently.
However,
the general tendency is for communication costs to go up while computer costs
go down.
In the long run this would favour solutions of the second kind.

-
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There is, however, a third factor of great importance.

The organiza-

tion of a national weather service has been developed on the basis of geographical, cultural, economic and climatological considerations but most of all
to provide synoptic forecasts. This may in fact considerably reduce the number of design options available a:s will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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C H A P T E R

3

FORECASTING METHODS

3.1

Time and space considerations

VSRF is in its infancy. This means that forecast methods are insufficiently developed and no long tradition exists as in large-scale forecasting.
This also means that any new systems for VSRF have to rely initially on fairly
simple methods while the scientific community develops more refined methods.
It is, however, important to keep in mind that no development will take place
unless there is a dialogue and feed-back between researchers and forecasters.
But the present state is not void of possibilities.
Research has been going
on for at least a decade in many countries to develop methods for diagnosing
and forecasting severe storms and other intense mesa-scale phenomena using
radar and satellite information.
Radar groups such as the one at Malvern in
U.K. and McGill in Canada have developed simple but useful extrapolation techniques for rainfall.
As pointed out above there is a distinction made between nowcasting
and VSRF two to twelve hours ahead.
An analysis of the time available for
data processing and forecasting on the nowcast time frame prohibits the use of
any elaborate models, e.g. numerical ones.
on the other hand, for the longer
ranges there is more time and more data available for more time-consuming
methods capable of dealing with non-linear developments occurring on this time
scale.

In the Swedish PROMIS-study
forecast methods was carried out in
following list covers very· much what
+ 12 h forecasts) as forecast guidance
(a)

Linear

extrapolations

(Bodin 1982) an analysis of available
connexion with data requirements.
The
will be available (from nowcasting to
in, let us say, the coming ten years:

automatic,

semi-automatic

or

manual

(0-3 h) 1

(b)

Simple physical/dynamical models, "event"
fog, road slipperiness, etc) (0-6 h)1

(c)

Boundary layer models, BLM, 1, 2 and 3-dimensional (3-12 h)

(d)

"HIRLAM" (High Resolution LAM) (4-12 h) 1

(e)

Statistical interpretation of BLM and HIRLAM (4-12 h),

(f)

Meso-scale models
(2-12 h).

(MSM)

(as

a

merger

It is also clear that, for a foreseeable
is an essential component in any VSRF system. In
·the number of items, the listed forecast methods
of development where a human forecaster becomes

specific

between

BLM

(radiation

and

I

HIRLAM)

future, the human forecaster
fact, although impressive in
have hardly reached a level
superfluous.
For example, a
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fair estimation is that it will take another two to five years before mesascale models actually become operational. A human forecaster will play a role
similar to the synoptic forecaster some 20 years ago when computer forecasts
were first introduced as a guidance. It will be essential that a big part of
the research will be directed towards finding conceptual, mesa-scale models,
which a forecaster can utilize in addition to the objective methods listed
above ..
3.2

Linear extrapolation techniques

Extrapolation techniques will be a widely used tool for forecasting,
e.g. rain and clouds from satellite and radar data. Several such simple techniques have already been developed and tested by e.g. Austin and Bellon (1982)
Browning et al. (1980), Muench and Hawkins (1979) and Muench (1981).
All of
these methods use some kind of cross-correlation or pattern recognition techniques to identify an echo from one time level to another.
Carpenter and
OWens (1982) have evaluated the extrapolation forecasts discussed in Browning
et al. ( 1980) and compared them with some other methods.
A comparison of
average critical success index* for precipitation/no-precipitation, + 1 h
forecasts have been done.
It seems that the British method is somewhat better
than the others with a CSI of 61 for frontal events and 28 for convective
cases. Austin and Bellon scored 11 in this connexion. Forecast skill decreases with lead time and for + 6 h there is no skill left for convective cases.
A further comparison with subjectively modified forecasts showed some improvements. When investigating the causes for the improvements, it turned out that
they could mainly be attributed to the removal of gross errors in the initial
rain fields. Human intervention improved the motion vectors very little.
Experience also indicates that in order to improve the predictability
of e.g. thunderstorms and convective complexes, it is necessary to develop
conceptual, life cycle models (e.g. Zipser (1982)) or other relationships to
infer changes in intensity, extent and motion from observations. Garstang and
Cooper (1981) have shown that surface wind divergence is an indicator of new
developments which can be used in forecasting convective activity.
Such information can be obtained from Doppler radar or from a dense surface station
network.
3.3

Mesa-scale numerical models

Although mesa-scale numerical models are not available as a general
forecast tool at present they will ultimately be the main forecast method in
the future.
Already research and development efforts .are going on in many
parts of the world.
During intermediate times Boundary Layer Models (BLM)
will play an important role as a method of meso-scale dynamic interpretation
of large-scale forecasts on the time scale 3-12 hours (or longer). A method
like this has already been tried.by Rousseau and Pham (1983).

*

CSI = A/A + B where A is the number of points for which rain is correctly
forecast and B the points where the forecast was wrong.
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Meso-scale models are different from large-scale models in that they
cover a small area, less than 1000 x 1000 km.
Such a model must have very
well specified lateral boundary values to account for synoptic scale changes.
Meso-scale models must also have good representation of boundary layer processes since most thermally and orographically forced motions derive their energy
from surface exchange processes. This local response or adjustment process is
often more dominant than the free atmosphere dynamical processes.
There has been an argument going on for some years on the role of the
hydrostatic approximation in mesa-scale models. The Pielke model (see Pielke
(1981)), that has been the basis for many modelling efforts, .is a hydrostatic
primitive equation model aimed at simulating and predicting boundary layer and
mesa-scale flows. Pielke has in fact proposed a definition of the mesa-scale
which is based on hydrostatism.
Another well-known mesa-scale model was developed by Tapp and White (1976) and later elaborated and tested by Carpenter
(1979).
The Tapp and White model is non-hydrostatic and the rationale for
this was based on the fact that many meso-scale phenomena are controlled or
influenced by gravity waves, which behave very differently in a nonhydrostatic and a hydrostatic atmosphere.
such phenomena are sea breeze circulations, mountain waves and in general mountain flows.
This was evident in
an international model inter-comparison under the wind energy research programme of IEA, Pennell (1982).
The result indicated that, of the models involved, the U.K. non-hydrostatic model performed the best.
However, all.
models performed badly.
Pielke (1982) and carpenter (1982) have reviewed the work with their
respective models.
Pielke has specially pointed out the "type case" mode of
model use. A series of meso-scale runs can be archived for typical synoptic
cases and then referred to for forecast guidance as needed.
This would be
useful when strong thermal and topographic forcings are essential.
Carpenter
instead rather underlines the use of a model as a tool for providing adjustment of local circulations to the synoptic flow.
(See Figure 7 for an illustration).
The Anthes model (see e.g. Anthes and warner (1978)) has been developed to simulate and forecast meso-scale.ain Orlanski's nomenclature.
Several
experiments covering initial data and initialization have been carried out,
e.g. Tarbell et al. (1981), Warner et al. (1982) and Seaman et al. (1982).
Orlanski's work (Ross and Orlanski, 1982) on simulating fronts and squall line
development is also aimed at meso-scal~and is interesting in its attempt to
model processes where convection and synoptic flow interact.
Meso-scale models are as time consuming as large-scale models and in
the weather services they have to compete for CPU-time with the old models.
Since a me so-scale model will mean an extra load on computer resources, it
will take some time before they will enter the operational job stream.
The
recent procurement of a CYBER-205 by the British Meteorological Office might
very well mean that the U.K. will be the first country to run a meso-scale
model operationally.
France might very well be the second country after its
CRAY purchase. The success of meso-scale models will depend on how well and
how soon the research community and the weather services will solve the following problems:

- 30 Figure 7 - Simulation of a case of. convergence over eastern
England caused by the shading effect of advancing
altocumulus clouds.
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(a)

shows a 12~hour
integration by
the U.K. Meteorological Office mesa-scale
model valid at
1800z on
14 August 1975
in which the
effect of the
shading altocumulus deck
over central
and western
England has
been taken into account.
Arrows denote
the predicted
wind vectors
and isotherms
potential temperature at
lK interval at
10 m height.

(b)

shows predicted
vertical velocity
at 190 m compared
with significant
weather at lSOOz,
14 August 1975.
Isopleth interval
is 2 cm s-1 , full
lines +1, +3· •.
cm s -1. and dashed
lines -1, -3·. ·
cm s-~. Hampstead,
where a severe
thunderstorm caused flooding during the day, is
marked by H. The
effect of the convergence generated
by the cloud induced differential
heating is striking.
From Carpenter
(1982)
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3.4

(a)

Observational data allowing initial fields of the same resolution
as the model,

(b)

Initialization of non-balanced strongly forced processes,

(c)

Parameterization of convection on the mesa-scale.

Experimental forecast facilities

Progress in the field of meso-scale forecasting will be coupled to
experimental facilities being built up in some places.
Of special importance
are the U. S. PROF' s Exploratory Development Facility (EDF) 1 the U.K. FRONTIERS
analysis and forecast system and the Swedish PROMIS-600 Pilot Station. At the
U.S. and U.K. facilities considerable work has already been going on with the
collecting and analysis of radar, satellite and auxiliary data and through
interactive computer and graphical display system fo.recasting of rain and severe storms. The Swedish project which starts this year will test various data
sources and techniques for operational applications over a four-year period.
These system approaches will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
It is very likely that statistical methods, simple, physical models
etc. will be developed by local forecasters provided enough computer capacity
will be available at the forecast facility.
In terms of international co-operation and promotion of exchange of
results and software, it is proposed that CAS puts a higher priority on mesascale meteorology and meso-scale modelling through its Working Group on Weather Prediction Research.
It is important, for example, that the so-called
activity centres, as proposed by the CAS working group, are designated for the
PWPR area of VSRF within the coming year.
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C H A P T E R

4

SYSTEM APPROACHES TO VSRF

4.1

Introduction

The facts presented earlier in this report indicate that very-shortrange forecasting requires its own considerations of observations, data collection and processing, forecasting and finally dissemination.
Such a comprehensive approach to VSRF would be based on some kind of system analysis and
end up with an integrated system concept.
A system for VSRF will, in this
report, mean such a systematic approach to either the whole VSRF problem or
parts of it.
A system approach to rain forecasting is illustrated by Browning
(1979).
In the previous chapters some aspects
some length.
In this chapter these different
and forecast methods, will be looked at from
one missing part, however, dissemination.
other weather information is always in focus
ever, VSRF creates some new demands which have
4,2

of VSRF have been discussed at
components, such as observations
a system perspective.
There is
Dissemination of forecasts and·
in the weather services.
Howto be considered.

Dissemination of VSRF products

The purpose of dissemination of weather information is to make it possible for a receiver - "customer" - to change his/her behaviour or actions on
the basis of the information he/she obtains.
These decisions can be of an
economical nature, i.e. to maximize profits or to minimize lossese
The receiver can also use weather information for other purposes, e.g. to make it possible to use his/her leisure time in a better way but also to avoid taking
unnecessary risks, i .. e. risking lives or property.
Regardless of how the user uses the information, it is clear that weather forecasts are of no value unless they can form the basis for a decision
or action of some kind.
This means that the right weather information should
reach the right person at the right time and place in the right form to make
this possible.
Most often it is part of the responsibility of the weather
services to see to i t that this takes place.
Some other concepts can be useful in characterizing modes of disseminating weather information.
Passive or general dissemination of weather information is the method
used when broadcasting information to a general audience.
The information is
available in a general form for anyone to use.
It is up to the user to listen
at the right time and derive the information needed for his/her purposes.
This is what is used in the mass media.
Active or selective dissemination is when the producer of weather information takes direct contact with a user and furnishes him/her with the correc·t information when he/she needs it.
Examples of such dissemination are
when warnings are issued to people living in the predicted path of a tornado
or a telephone call to a fruit grower to warn for frost.
Active and selective
dissemination requires a very good knowledge of user needs.
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The proliferation of private weather firms indicates that customers
are ready to pay for obtaining active, selective information, i.e. he/she pays
for not having to think about the forecast him/herself or how to obtain it.
VSRF occupies itself to a large extent with warnings for hazardous
events where the phenomena have a small spatial and temporal extension.
This
means that in VSRF there is a greater need to develop methods for active and
selective disseminatione

The PROMIS-report, Bodin et al.
ination at six levels:
(a)
(b)

(1979), analysed the needs for dissem-

General information for geographically limited areas 1
Regular dissemination to

special branches of the economy,

e.g.

fishing, sea transportation, etc.,

(c)

Regular dissemination to special customers, e.g. industries, construction companies,

(d)

Information tailored to user needs disseminated only when needed.
This type of dissemination is directed towards customers
who are interested only in one particular aspect of the weather
and usually only when some threshold value is exceeded, e.g. work
in high cranes when wind speed must be below a certain value,

(e)

Direct contact with a forecaster.
This can occur when the user
is not quite aware of his own needs or what is available in terms

of

different

information.

In particular this

occurs

when

the

information forms the basis for decisions of great economic value,

(f)

Warnings and alerts.

This is emergency dissemination and should

be designed for minimum delays and maximum degree of selectivity,

i.e. trying to warn only those concerned.
To accomplish effective services at these different levels different
dissemination channels can be used.
The design of a dissemination system must
be based on user requirements which necessitates user contacts.
Some new dissemination facilities have appeared recently and in many countries interesting
results have already been obtained using e.g. text T.V. and video text system
(appearing under different names in different countries). These media open up
possibilities for both passive and active disseminat.ion.
In video text systems the amount of information that can be disseminated is practically unlimited.
The T.V. medium is also undergoing interesting development.
LEEP
(1981) has demonstrated the use of colour computer graphics in general weather
T.V. broadcasts.
One aspect of dissemination might become very important when VSRF
forecasts will become generally available, especially alerts and warnings.
This concerns the perception of the forecast by the receivere
Investigations
show that already today weather forecasts ·are being severely misinterpreted by
the receiver.
It is essential that warnings and alerts will be designed in an
unambiguous way.
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Dissemination is a wide field and very much depending on particular
national conditions.
It should, however, be possible to identify technology,
procedures and perception-related matters of common interest and suitable for
international co-operation.

4.3

PROFS

The Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Service (PROFS) is a
programme within NOAA in the U.S.A. to develop a system concept for local weather services.

In this case local weather service can be taken as very-short-

range forecasting.
In the programme implementation
(1980), the objectives of PROFS are expressed as'
(a)

plan

for

To collect, define and analyse the requirements for

1980,

PROFS

local serv-

ices and to use this information as a basis for creation of pro-

totype system designS/
(b)

To assess and tailor state-of-the art and new solutions necessary
for meeting the service requirementS/

(c)

To design and conduct tests of components, sub-systems, and the
total system to ensure that the desired level of performnce is
achieved.

PROFS emphasizes the transfer of new technology from the research community to the weather services and the interagency aspect of the project with
major input from different organizations within NOAA as well as other government agencies.
PROFS will design and test various components of a VSRF system, from observations to dissemination, based on the established requirements.
Staff is drawn from NOAA agencies as well as from the u.s. Air Force.
This concerns in particular forecasters spending some time at PROFS testing
new developments in actual forecasting.

In order to reach its goals PROFS has established an "Exploratory Development Facility" (EDF) at ERI in Boulder, Colorado.
The EDF has established an experimental system including observations, data processing, forecast methods, work stations with interactive graphic displays and output channels to selected receivers of forecast information.
The EDF PROFS operational work station (POWS) is described by Reynolds
( 1982), Figure 8.
A development group has developed the display products and
the software needed. Besides POWS, EDF also has access to an AFOS console and
Mcidas/Wisconsin's graphical software.
POWS is designed to present digital
field information from satellite and radar imagery in colour with full resolution. These fields can be overlaid by vector fields as well as alphanumerical
information. Software and hardware have been developed to make it possible to
manipulate displayed pictures interactively, e.g. zoom, colour enhance, and
frame sequencing.
Control commands are simple and easily used by the operator. Connected to the display system is a data base of 300 Mbytes. POWS uses
a mini-computer and a 512 x 512 pixels colour display unit.
Input data come from different sources:
radar data from Limon and
Cheyenne WSR-radars, satellite data from Colorado State University and University of Wisconsin, synoptic observations and synoptic scale forecasts via
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AFOS, local surface mesonet AWS data and a vertical profiling system (Denver
airport).
Data from these sources were collected and archived for ten days during the period June - August 1981 and used in several "displaced real-time"
tests at later times. At these times data were put at the disposal of different forecasters in simulated real-time and forecasters had to provide realtime forecasts of several weather elements to test both the POWS and the improvements of forecasts by using a sophisticated real-time VSRF processing and
display system. Based on these experiences a POWS II is now being implemented. The observational aspects of PROFS have already been discussed in Chapter 2.
The design considerations of PROFS have been discussed by Beran and
MacDonald (1982).
The PROFS project is interesting.
PROFS will design the
next operational workstation to replace the AFOS consoles in the NWS Forecast
and warning Offices in the late 1980s. The way PROFS EDF is set up, it creates excellent opportunities to test and assess various combinations of observations and methodologies.
However, the reliance on the universities and research community in developing new forecast methods means a limitation in the
coupling between methods and their requirements for observational data and
processing capacity.
4. 4

FRONTIERS
FRONTIERS is the catchy acronym for "Forecasting Rain Optimized using

New Techniques of

Interactively Enhanced Radar and Satellite 11 •

FRONTIERS is

the goal for a pilot project on short-period* weather forecasting which began
in 1978.
Its aim is to lead to a prototype operational interactive computer
analysis and forecast system.
The focus is on rain forecasting even if the
system can be seen as a first step towards a complete system for very-short
range forecasting.

FRON'l'IERS has been presented by Browning (1979).
'l'he various components of the multiple radar system, data collection and processing and finally
the analysis and forecast procedures have been discussed and documented in
several reports, e.g. Browning et al. (1980), Carpenter and Owens (1982), ~~rk
and Collier (1980) and most recently in an overview form by Browning and
Collier ( 1982).
Figure 9 shows the total system design of FRONTIERS.
As one can see
the basic data come from four radar sites in England, five in 1984.
Two of
the radars are ten cm radars and two operate on 5.6 cm wavelength. Each has a
minicomputer to preprocess the data into a convenient form for transmission
and display. Data go to meteorological office locations and Water Authorities
as well as being transmitted to the Central Network Computer in Malvern,
England (a POP 11/40) which carries out the compositing of the four radar precipitation pictures. Maximum range from each radar is 210 km.
At the Mesascale Analysis Centre (MAC) there is also a METEOSAT PDUS receiving station

*

Short-period in this case can be taken as 0-6 h.
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Design 0f the FRONTIERS system.
( 1982)

From Browning and Collier

for producing high-resolution cloud imagery.
Radar pictures are obtained
every 15 minutes and satellite data every half hour.
At the MAC radar data
are converted into a resolution of five km and eight intensity levels for display.
As discussed above, radar rainfall rates are adjusted by using raingauge information.
In order to remedy the radar errors also discussed above, the interactive FRONTIERS computer and graphic display system will be used.
It is considered that a meteorologist can subjectively improve the rainfall fields observed by radars.

The satellite imagery after the application of multispectral interpretation of rain intensities will be used to extend the rainfall data beyond the
range of the weather radars.
Within the area where the radar and satellite
information coincide the radar data can be used to calibrate the satellite
data.
As reported by carpenter and Owens
spent on developing extrapolation forecast
the resolution of the rainfall data has been
km 2 in size in order to remove unpredictable

(1982) considerable time has been
techniques.
In these experiments
further reduced to pixels 20 x 20
small-scale features.
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It is planned tha·t rainfall forecasts will be disseminated in video
form to special customers. Simplified pictures, histograms or tabulations may
be disseminated via ·the British view-data system PRESTEL.
Browning and
Collier (1982) foresee future improvements by using numerical mesa-scale models.
However, such a model requires other data than rainfall and satellite
information. These data could be produced at the MAC bY simultaneous analysis
of conventional data.
There are plans to move the experimental facility from
Malvern to the Meteorological Office in Bracknell, where a numerical model
could be run on the new CYBER-205 computer.
Browning and Collier (1982) have utilized a system approach to veryshort-range forecasting of rainfall.
This is based on the great experience in
using radars for observing and studying the behaviour of precipitation systems.
There is a short distance in this case between research and applications which is of great value in future developments.
4.5

PROMIS-90

PROMIS-90 is another well-found acronym meaning PRogramme for an Operational Meteorological Information System.
PROMIS-90 is a design of the whole
weather service of Sweden for the 1990s. The PROMIS-90 plan was worked out in
connexion with a government-initiated reorganization of SMHI.
PROMIS-90 is
documented in a Swedish report by Bodin et al. ( 1979) and in a condensed
English version in Bodin (1982).
r.rhe goal for PROMIS-90 is to create a new weather service system in
Sweden.
In the analysis that preceded the design of the PROMIS system, the
needs and requirements for very-short-range forecasts were identified and
PROMIS-90 focuses on this aspect of the forecast system.
This is because it
was also recognized that the present weather service system is inadequate to
satisfy these new demands.
It was also obvious that it was the new demands
for VSRF that would require the most in terms of new observations, telecommunications, data processing, development of forecast methods and dissemination
methods.

The basic design idea was to separate the weather service into two
parts - one for VSRF ( 0-12 h) and one for short and medium-range forecasts
(12 h - 10 h).
The organizational consequence of this division, and the meteorological considerations discussed in Chapter 1, was the creation of a central weather office (CW) and a number (six) of regional weather offices
(RWs). The tasks would be as follows:
(a)

CW - Issue 12 h - 10 d forecasts based on:
( i)

HIRLAM forecasts and statistical interpretation using MOS
techniques, ~argely for the range 12 h - 36 h1

( ii)

ECMWF forecast and MOS interpretation.
Both productions
largely automated with most of the manual work in the dissemination stage and some general monitoring,

(iii)

Process satellite information for use at RWs and as HIRLAM
data,

-

(b)
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( i v)

Telecommunications;

( v)

Run boundary layer or mesa-scale models in support of RWst

RWs
( i)

Issue and disseminate 0-12 h forecasts
information and CW-products,

(ii)

Disseminate information produced at CW;

(iii)

Collect, check and send on selected regional observations.

based on regional

The result of a functional analysis in terms of observations,
processing and dissemination is summarized in Table 1 in Bodin (1982).

RWs.

data

The system for very-short-range forecasting is centred around the
Each region (six) will have an observational network consisting of about:
(a)

50 automatic stations with pressure,
dity (300 altogether in Sweden)t

(b)

15 hybrid
today) 1

(c)

One to two aerological stations/vertical,
profiling system (10-20 altogether)•

(d)

Two to three weather radars (totalling 16)!

(e)

High-resolution TIROS-N and METEOSAT datat

(f)

Auxiliary information such as acoustic sounders, mast data, additional AWS along major highways, mountain tracks, etc.

synoptic

stations

temperature, wind and humi-

(totalling

90,

compared

with

170

remote-sensing,

MWR

A RW will be equipped with three graphical/T.V. displays, a plotter
and a printer.
It will also have its own computer power and data base to
allow local processing of data and applications of locally developed forecast
software.
In 1982 a thorough technical specification for a PROMIS-90 Regional
Weather Office Pilot Station - PROMIS-600 - was completed.
The Pilot Station
will be built up in Norrkoping, Sweden, starting in the autumn 1983. Already
a new advanced doppler weather radar system has been purchased and will be
delivered in the autumn of 1983 for start of operations in spring 1984.
A
satellite information processing computer has also been ordered to provide
high-resolution AVHRR and ME'rEOSAT imagery as well as operational TOVS temperature profiles.
The pilot station will be used for technical development,
studies of how to combine different sub-systems efficiently, development of
forecast methods, studies of optimum observational mixes and human aspects of
the work station.
Finally the test of new products is very essential as well
Figas developmen·t of custom tailored dissemination techniques and formats.
ure 10 shows the design of PROMIS-600.
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The present timetable is for installation of equipment during 1984,
including technical tests.
1985-1987 will be used for operational testing and
trial forecast production.
A specification for the PROMIS-90 RW-Systems will
take place during 1987.
The whole PROMIS system is planned to be implemented
during 1988 through 1991, provided funds are appropriated.
4.6

Very-short-range forecasting in the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)

The JMA operates a weather service in a very densely populated country
with a geographical location that favours the development of several devastating weather systems4
In summer and autumn tropical cyclones and severe
storms cause flooding, especially in eastern Japan.
In winter large amounts
of snow fall on the northern islands and particular emphasis is therefore
placed on forecasting of large amounts of precipitation and strong winds.
The JMA is organized in a decentralized fashion with ten regional
forecast offices (RFOs) and 50 local forecast offices (LFOs).
The Tokyo
National Forecast Centre produces numerical and synoptic analyses and forecasts for dissemination to RFOs and LFOs.
Tokyo NFC also serves as a Tokyo
Regional Forecast Office.
The JMA will give ·top priority to VSRF in the future development of
the weather service. This decision was taken on the basis of an enquiry sent
out to known receivers and users of weather information in the mid-1970s.
This enquiry showed the greatest interest for very-short-range forecasts, i.e.
up to plus six hours ahead.
Precipitation was identified as the most important parameter, not only rain storms but also modest amounts of rain.
Public
safety was an important aspect but the economic value was also acknowledged.
Based on this information the JMA requested the necessary funds to install the
AMeDAS network which was completed in 1979 (see Chapter 2).
It may be interesting to note that the annual cost to run the AMeDAS system operationally is
roughly U.S. $4.5 million.
In the plan for implementing ·VSRF at all local forecast offices the
following observational data sources are considered as described by Tatehira
et al. ( 1982):
(a)

Automatic Weather Stations as described in Chapter 2.
AWS data
are distributed to RFOs over 1200 baud lines and to local forecast offices over 200 baud lines.
The AMeDAS network is shown in
Figure 11 as well as the locations of RFOs and LFOs.
There are
also 31 stations on the Ryuku island not shown.
Data are presented at RFOs and LFOs in different modes, either as station-bystation listing or on semi-graphic maps using line-printer printouts.
These can either show station plots of all parameters or
only precipitation stations showing hourly precipitation.
Various accumulations of rainfall or intensities can be shown.
LFOs
receive data over smaller regions while RFOs receive all data ..
AMeDAS stations will gradually be supplemented by additional
pressure and humidity sensors,

(b)

Radars - Japan has a radar network of 20 radars.
One is the Mt.
Fuji radar on the rim of the crater of the vulcano at 3776 m
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Figure 11 - The
AMeDAS network of
Japan. The Figure
shows the observing
stations, the symbols having the
following meaning:

•

•

0

Automatic
Weather Station
installed at
regional and
local forecast
centres and
meteorological
observatories,
respectively

o AWS at unmanned
station
ll

A

Automatic precipitation station (radiotransmission)
in mountainous
regions
The 31 stations
in the Ryukyu
Island are not
shown
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height, operating on both 5.6 and 10 cm wavelength. The rest are
C-band radars.
In 1982 two radars in central Japan were equipped
with digitizers and data are now composited and adjusted by means
of AMeDAS data to produce rainfall rate information.
Some forecast experiments have been done.
5 x 5 km resolution radar data
will be transmitted to RFO on 4800 baud lines starting with four
radars in central Japan.
The aim is to have all radars digitized.
In the future all radar data will be composited and processed centrally in Tokyo.
Plus oneto plus six-hour rainfall
forecasts will be produced by using in addition AMeDAS data and
other forecast information.
Forecasts will be distribut.ed in
sections to LFOs via facsimile while RFOs will receive digital
data to be presented on colour displays,
(c)

Satellite data - Japan has its own operational geostationary satellite (see Table II) - HIMAWARI/Sunflower.
Data from GMS cannot, however, form the observational basis for nowcasting in
Japan at the present time.
Pictures are received and processed
only every third hour and processed information reaches the user
at the earliest 40 minutes after data transmission from GMS. GMS
also performs DCP tasks and is used to broadcast highand lowresolution processed image products in analogue form as facsimile
charts.
RFOs will be equipped with SDUS facilities while LFOs
will receive satellite products as facsimile charts,.. in the form
of nephanalysis and isoline charts of cloud top temperature.

The Local Forecast Offices will be responsible for preparing and issuing very-short-range forecasts.
Besides conventional observations and guidance from the Tokyo National Centre the LFOs will have available:

(a)

Radar precipitation forecasts once an hour from Tokyo via facsimile,

(b)

AMeDAS regional data
printers once an hour,

(c)

GMS satellite nephanalysis and cloud top temperatures every third
hour on facsimile transmissions.

via

200

baud

lines

presented

on

line-

Regional Offices responsible for regional forecast guidance and support will have high-resolution and graphical display systems for data overlay
etc.
The JMA has done very little to develop objective or other forecast
methods that can be used in the coming VSRF system.
Each regional and local
forecast office will have a 11personal computer" but no more computer power.
Computer power for forecast applications will be centralized.
On the dissemination side, the JMA is well established all over the
country with good contacts with local weather information users. All channels
are used to distribute forecast products.
As in many other countries the JMA
must be non-connnercial, i.e. not charge for their services.
Instead private
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firms exist to sell user-tailored information to particular customers, including both forecasts and consultant services.
The Japan Weather Association
(JWA) has a special position as being a non-profit foundation set up by the
government with the purpose of selling those services which the JMA is not
allowed to handle.
The JWA is· spread all over Japan and has 850 employees.
It co-operates closely with the JMA but has its own computer and communication
system (MICOS).
The JWA has complete freedom to design its products to suit
customers• needs.

There is a contradiction between the investment in the splendid AMeDAS
network and the additional mesa-scale information system, on the one hand, and
the way in which information density is thinned out before it reaches the LFOs
where the actual forecasting is going to take place.
One might have expected
that the RFOs, which have all the resources and data, would do the forecasting
instead of the LFOs.
Concerning the observation system, the AMeDAS provides
high-resolution surface data from the land areas of Japan.
However, the adjacent seas can only be observed by radars at present and this leads to an unfavourable unbalance in data coverage.
4.7

Sub-systems

The system approaches discussed so far have been looking at total systems even if the UK FRONTIERS so far has concerned itself only with rain.
There are, however, in several other places attempts going on to address more
limited parts of the weather service forecast problem.
Some of them will
briefly be described here.
4.7.1
ANETZ is an automatic station network which has been built up in Switzerland as described above.
However, the Swiss weather service also operates
two modern weather radars as described by Roesli ( 1982).
Data are collected
centrally and composited. At the regional Servizio Meteorologico di LocarnoMonti work is going on to display radar data together with METEOSAT data and,
in the future, in conjunction with ANETZ observations.
4.7.2

Weathervision

-------------

Weathervision is a data-processing and display system developed at the
T.V. station WTVf in Tampa, Florida, u.s.A. as described by Leep (1981). The
system is designed to assist forecasters in issuing local forecasts as well as
produce colour graphics which can be broadcast in real-time over the T.V. station.
The system uses the Mcides software run on a Harris/6 computer.
Data
are stored on two 80 Mbyte discs. WTVT has its own 5 cm weather radar as well
as a ground receiving station for GOES data.
Colour images are stored as
video frames on a video storage for later use in e.g. T.V. weather presentations (90 minutes per day at WTVT).
4.7.3

SHARP and RAINSAT

-----------------

SHARP and RAINSAT use short term precipitation forecast systems developed at McGill University in Canada.
(SHARP - Short-term Automated Radar Prediction).
SHARP uses only radar data while RAINSAT is hased on GOES-E ima-
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gery.
Both systems are operational supplying various customers in the
Montreal area with radar observations and precipitation forecasts, e.g. the
regional AES office. It is surprising, however, that AES has not taken up any
of the i.deas used by the McGill group.
A presentation of SHARP and RAINSAT
can be found in Austin and Bellon ( 1982) where also different extrapolation
algorithms are reviewed.
4.7.4
Many countries have modernized, or are going to modernize, their data

transmission between e.g. central computing and telecommunication facilities
and regional or local offices.
The AFOS system in the u.s.A. was such an
attempt.
The main point is that relevant data should be available more readily at the local offices.
There is also a great need to reduce the chart
production and eliminate manual plotting at local offices of weather observations. The ideas have been to:
(a)

Speed up communications,

(b)

Only send what is needed once.

(c)

Send computer isoline charts in grid point form and use local
processing capacity to generate isoline chart,

(d)

Elimina·te manual plotting of surface charts.

(Store at the receiver's end)t

Systems addressing this problem in various ways are the AFW (Automation der Fernmeldesdienstes bei Wetteramter und Flug Wetterwarten) in Germany,
Federal Republic of, the APLOT and Weather-SO (military) systems in Sweden,
and AFOS in the u.s.A.
One limitation with all these systems as seen from the point of view
of VSRF is the lack of facilities for handling high-resolution digital radar
and satellite data.
However, they constitute a step towards fast transmissions and access to regional and national data of various kinds.

4.8

Conclusions

Many weather services have come to realize the need for very-shortrange forecasts and the importance of such forecasts.
Some countries have
taken policy decisions concerning the development of VSRF services.
Some few
countries have started to design and build up systems for very-short-range
forecasting.
The

experimental

results

and

scattered

operational

experience

have

(a)

The usefulness of digitized, high-resolution radar and satellite
data;

shown:

(b)

The need to process and display such data ·together with AWS surface observations and upper-air information,
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(c)

The importance of colour coding to enhance picture information,

(d)

That organizational aspects are important in designing VSRF systems/

(e)

That VSRF is feasible and beneficial to society/

(f)

That VSRF systems must be based on a careful analysis of user
needs and meteorological, geographical and economical conditions.
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C H A P T E R

5

ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF VERY-SHORT-RANGE FORECASTING

Very-short-range weather forecasting must not necessarily be organized
within the national weather services.
Often VSRF services are local and directed towards individual and identifiable customers and are in that way potential products for private companies to sell.
It is clear that how VSRF is
developed in different countries depends on the status of national weather
services.
The constitution of some countries allows government agencies, in
addition to providing governmentally supported services, to sell services on a
commercial basis.
In Sweden such an approach is even encouraged in order to
cut government spending.
In countries such as Sweden it is of great concern
to the national weather service to develop a complete system for very-shortrange weather forecasting.
In other countries such as the u.s.A., government agencies are not
encouraged to run commercial enterprises. The role of the NWS becomes different, shifting towards providing general forecast information and issuing warnings to safeguard the population from hazardous weather events.
The commercial part of the weather service is left to private firms to which the NWS
gives observations and different guidance material produced regionally or centrally.
The role of the NWS in the u.s.A. must necessarily be d.ifferent in
building up a system for VSRF as compared to e.g. Sweden even if the technology and forecast methods used might be similar.
The me so-scale climatology is decisive in establishing the requirements (and the necessity) for VSRF, especially in relation to the economic
structure of the region.
However, it is difficult in this context to say anything general about this. Only some few points can be made:
(a)

Temperate latitude countries would be more prone to put high priority on very-short-range weather forecasting than others,

(b)

Countries exposed to severe storms, including rainstorms, and
intense cyclonic vortices would stress the public safety and warning aspect of services,

(c)

Other temperate latitude
savings in the economy.

countries

would

stress

the

potential

However, these points are not trivial since they affect the design of different national systems.
One can already see some tendencies to proceed in different directions
in the choice between centralized and decentralized systems, as discussed earlier. This might be determined by the relative cost arguments as discussed in
paragraph 2. 6.
However, another strongly influencing factor is the amount of
investments that have gone into the established organization aimed at synoptic
scale, short-range ( 12 h - 36 h) forecasting.
The old organizational structure usually carries a lot of weight - people not wanting to move and heavy
equipment standing where it is.
It is easier to add to this than to change
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it~
However, as demonstrated the requirements for observations, data collection and processing, forecasting and dissemination associated with VSRF are
different as compared with synoptic scale forecasting.
It means that organizational solutions that are founded on the old system might not be optimized
for VSRF.
In order to design a new weather service system for VSRF it is
therefore essential also to look at the short-range forecasting systems and
try to merge them into one reconciled system. An inflexible short-range forecast system might actually prevent a successful organization of a VSRF service.

Situations, in which risks such as these are created, can come about
if sub-systems for VSRF are designed independently of each other or if observations are not constdered in conjunction with forecast methods and dissemination requirements.
On the other hand, it is also dangerous to create a
sensor-depending system that only with difficulty can be integrated into a
more comprehensive system.
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C H A P T E R

6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

General conclusions

In assessing the situation for very-short-range forecasting it is fair
to say that very few systems for VSRF have become operational.
Very-shortrange forecasting has been identified as a field deserving special attention
in several countries but the step is still large from this realization to operational systems.
However, VSRF has been practiced in limited areas or for
special applications for a long time, e.g. for aviation purposes or for the
prediction of severe weather.
In these cases, however, progress has been limited by the lack of adequate observations and data-processing facilities.
From this poin·t of view the present situation is favourable.
It is not so
much a breakthrough as the development having passed a certain threshold where
new approaches suddenly have become feasible.
In particular this concerns:
(a)

Observational techniques have been greatly enhanced by computer
processing of digitized information,

(b)

Increased possibilities to communicate large data volumes,
digital picture information,

(cl

Modern graphical, colour display techniques allowing presentation
of colour enhanced image1y as well as superimposition of differ-

i.e.

ent images1

(d)

(e)

New dissemination techniques have appeared allowing information
to reach users .selectively and speedily, also in the form of imagesr
Society is
VSRF.

becoming more

aware

of

its

needs

in

the

field

of

Demands are increasing for information other than warnings.

Looking at each of the components of VSRF separately some important
point can be isolated.
The time horizon is roughly 10 years in this assessment ..

6.1.1

(a)

Experiments with international exchange of radar information will
start on a regional or multilateral basist

(b)

New ground-based micro-wave profiling systems will be tested and
assessed.
Some countries will procure systems for operational
testing including VHF wind finding radarst

(c)

Regional and national processing of TOVS-data will be initiated
from local read-out, in the beginning mainly for applications in
regional (LAM) models;
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(d)

(e)

Automatic weather stations will grow in number, primarily as replacements for synoptic stations but at some places as efforts needed to promote VSRF. At later times when more widespread concepts for VSRF are established, AWS networks will be deployed for
VSRF purposes as parts of integrated networks on national levelst
Ground-based MWR system, satellite data and VHF wind radar might
replace radiosonde stations at some places,

(f)

6.1.2

Demands for transmission of broad band digital data will increase
to meet requirements for using radar and satellite imagery, regionally processed TOVS-data and digital forecast products (e.g.
radar extrapolation forecasts), both nationally and regionally.

!2!lts::E.;!;!2£~!!!!i.!!g

(a)

Radar and satellite data will be digitally processed to yield
quantitative information or high resolution, interpreted, information instead of raw images,

(b)

Colour image display system with options for interactive manipulations will be developed in many countries,

(c)

Automatic dissemination of analysed material will be utilized.

(a)

VSRF, will be based on human forecasters,

(b)

Simple extrapolation methods, statistical
will supply objective guidance,

(c)

Mesa-scale models, solving initial value problems, will await
sufficient computer capacity, observational data and fine scale
analysis and initialization methods.
Adjustment boundary layer
models are already available.

(a)

Many, maybe 15, countries will work with developing concepts for
systems for VSRF.
Most countries will develop certain subsystems to meet specific requirements for VSRF of particular weather hazards, e.g. tropical cyclones, heavy rain, and squallt

(b)

Several countries will actually build up total systems for VSRF
during the coming 10-year period,

(c)

All VSRF systems will have certain characteristics as evident
from contacts with different parts of the world.
The main
requirement leading to this is the need for rapid collection of
data processing and dissemination typical of VSRF1

6.1.3

and physical methods

6.1. 4
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6.2

(d)

Organizational aspects cannot be overlooked when developing systems for very-short-range forecasting if optimized systems are
desired/

(e)

Computer costs go down while communication costs for transmitting
large data volumes on dedicated lines will go up.
This favours
decentralized data collection and processing system solutions.

Some general recommendations

Practically all the material in this report sheds light on, or is relevant to, the Integrated System Study of the www.
Because of the present
stage of development of the individual sub-studies of ISS, where some might be
altered considerably, or even deleted, no specific recommendations concerning
these will be presented.
Instead references to ISS have been made throughout
the text when needed.
The VSRF field does not only cover the scope of the WWW but also some
parts of CAS activities. Some recommendations to CAS and its working group on
shortand medium-range weather prediction research could be expressed as follows.
Research should be promoted and stimulated on an international basis:
(a)

To develop new, primarily remote-sensing observation systems for
use in VSRFt

(b)

To develop mesa-scale numerical prediction models and thereby
emphasizing the problems of data and analysis on scales compatible with the model, initialization of strongly forced, nonbalanced processes and convection parameterization,

(c)

To carry out research on the dynamics of mesa-scale motion systems and their inter-action with synoptic scale flow and terrain
features,

(d)

To develop techniques for rapid processing and assimilation of
radar, satellite and conventional data and their use in realtime, extrapolation forecasts as well as in statistical methods.

Previous chapters have identified the strong need for satellite information as a basis for VSRF.
This concerns both geostationary and polarorbiting satellites.
The sampling frequency of geostationary satellites is sufficient.
Concerning polar-orbiting satellites the usefulness of the information depends
on the number of satellites and their tracks.
For a future implementation of
VSRF programmes in many countries, it is essential. that a satellite programme
including two polar-orbiting satellites is maintained.
(a)

Two satellites provide picture information with a period of two
to four hours,
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(b)

Two satellites provide local and high-resolution TOVS-data for
meso-scale model initialization purposes and vertical stability
assessment.

It is strongly recommended that the two polar-orbiting satellites programme in the u.s.A. is continued.
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